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TAKE ALL THE GUESSWORK OUT OF
TVRO I NSTALLATIONS AND T.I. ANALYSIS

WITH AVCOM'S NEW PSA-35
PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER

ASK ANY TVRO DEALER WHO OWNS AN AVCOM PSA€s PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER.
With AVCOM's PSA-35 Por-

table Spectrum Analyzer you
can measure and document
TVRO system performance
after instal lat ion or service.
Troubleshoot system problems
by observing output signals
from LNA's, BDC's, LineAmps
and Splitters, and other RF
signal components. Measure
block system signal balance.

ldent i fy and resolve Ter-
restrial Interference problems
quickly and precisely by displaying offending signals
on the PSA-35. Customers can be shown the nature of
T.l. problems for clearer understanding.

AVCOM's high performance PSA-35 Spectrum
Analyzer becomes even more attractive when price is

considered. The PSA-35 is
$1965. Nothing on the market
offers its performance at a
comparable price.

Progressive TVRO Dealers,
Repair Centers, and Manufac-
turers will find AVCOM's PSA-
35 Spectrum Analyzer to be an
indispensable instrument for
rapid testing and alignment of
satellite equipment. Problems
that  migh t  o therw ise  take
hours, even days to resolve,

can be identified and corrected in minutes, saving
money and time, and reinforcing customers' con-
fidence and trust. In terms of time saved and customer
good will, an AVCOM Spectrum Analyzer will pay for
itself quickly.

AVCOM'S PSA.35 SPECTRUM ANALYZER
BECOMES EVEN MORE VERSATILE WHEN USED

WITH THESE NEW ACCESSORIES!
SSC-70 SIGNAL SAMPLER AND CALIBRATOR -

AVCOM's new Si g nal Sam pler and Cal i brator, SSC-70,
is designed for use with the AVCOM PSA-35 Portable
Spectrum Analyzer.

The first function of the SSC-70 is to sample TVRO
downconverter lF signals in the 30 to 200 MHz range.
The lF signal is looped through the SSC-70 between
the downconvefter and the satellite receiver. Tuning

voltage present in the lF coax
is passed from the receiver to
the downconverter unaltered.
The lF signal is sampled and is
available on the "SAMPLED

lF" F{itting. The PSA-35 Spec-
trum Analyzer is connected to

this port and the lF signal can be accurately measured
and examined.

lf Terrestrial Interference filters are in the lF coax line.
they can be tuned precisely so that video quality is
preserved while T.l. is minimized.

Also an internal oscillator operating at 70 MHz, with
harmonics at 140 MHz and beyond provides a quick
means of checking amplitude calibration and frequency

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE: AVCOM, 500
Southfake Blvd., Richmond, VA 23236 or call (804)
794-2500. To order, call, 1€d)44&2500.

setting of the PSA-35 Spectrum Analyzer. Two output
signal amplitude settings are available, one at -30 dBm
and another at -50 dBm (at 70 MHz). The output level is
selected by a front panel switch. The calibration
oscillator is powered by the PSA-35 LNA/BDC power
through the input connector. A front panel LED
indicates when the oscillator is on.

TISH4O TERRESTRIAL INTERFERENCE SURVEY
HORN. AVCOM's new Terrestrial Interference Survey
Horn, TISH-4O, is designed to be used in conjunction
with the PSA-35 Portable Spectrum
Analyzer for site surveys.

The TISH-4O Terrestrial Interfer-
ence Survey Horn features 18 dB
gain in the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz range of
frequencies. lt is highly directional
with high gain and rugged construc-
tion. Terrestrial I nterference sources
can be  p inpo in ted  qu ick ly  and
accurately to increase the utility of the versatile PSA-3S
Spectrum Analyzer. 1/4-20 stainless nuts pressed into
the flange make LNA assembly and disassembly quick
and easy.

AVCOM's PSA-35 - THE MOST VALUABLE TEST
INSTRUMENT YOU CAN BUY FOR INSTALLING
AND SERV|C|NG TVRO $YSTEMS!!
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First with
Same Day Shipping

Echosphere is the first truly
national distributor. Our five
locations-Knoxville. Dallas,
Denver, Phoenix and Sacramento-
allow us to provide normal delivery
nationwide in only 48 hours.

First in
Competitive Pricing

We buy in large volume and
pass the savings on to you.

First in
Product Knowledge

Our sales people are knowledge-
able professionals, not order-takers.

First in Dealer Support
We provide excellent support

with dealer financing, co-op
advertising, technical service and
dealer training seminars.

First Internationally
With Echosphere International,

our commitment doesn't stop at
the border.

First in
Satellite Development

Antares, our 12 GHz satellite
project means a bright future for
our dealers.

Become Part of the
First Team

The finest products, first-rate
service, competitive prices and a
commitment to excellence in all
we do have made Echosphere the
Ieader in  the sate l l i te  te lev is ion
industry. Call us today and dis-
cover why working with the leader
is the fast track to first place.

*Call Tof l Free Nationwide 1.8O0.521.9282
5671 Warehouse Way 2510 W. ceneva Dr. 1925 W, Darlmouth Ave. 3901 La Reunion Parkway 10536 Lexington Drive

Sacramento. CA 95826 Tempe, AZ 85282 Englewood, CO 80110 Dallas, TX 75212 Knoxvil le, TN 37922
916-381-s084 602-431-0900 303-761-4782 214-630-8625 615-966-4114
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Echosphere Gorp,: Because
somebody has to go first.

Going first requires innovative
thinking. Taking the risks to turn
ideas into reality. Plotting the
course for others to follow.

Echosphere Corporation has
been the leader in TVRO since the
industry's inception. LeadershiP
which has made us the most
respected distributor of home
sat-ellite products and services in
the worl<i. Leadership that is
definingthe course ofthe industry.

First with
National Distribution

With Echosphere, you get the
power of our national distribution
network and the thorough under-
standing of your local market
that you'll find at each regional
facility.

First in Product Selection
We're a stocking distributor for

over 60 manufacturers.

'Dealers Only The Distributor That Makes A Difference.



AUTHORIZED STS DISTRIBUTORS FOR:
LOUIS lANA,  FLORIDA,  ARKANSAS,  MISSTSSIPPI .
GEORGIA, ALABAMA, TENNESSEE, TEXAS. UEXICO

and the  TNTERNATTONAL MARKET
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La. Watts: 800-252.3307
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2039 Oglesby ptace
MACON,  GEORGIA 31206

Phone:912-743-9099
Ga.  Wat ts :  800.553.1976

Nal l Walts: 800.334-9819

sAltrilTt tlflilt stAil0ils
ol ft0Rl0l, lil[.

.  I N T E R N A T I O N A L D I V I S I O N
4360 S.W. 36th Street

ORLANDO,  FLORIDA 32805
Local Line: 305-843-0272
Fla. Watts: 800-826.1945
'  Te lex  #  514-633
.SE HABLA ESPANOL"

IllR0 |ryISI, il\l[.
dba SAItttlTt iARlll STA]l0llS
1 106 Smi th  F ld .  .  Su i te  101

AUSTIN,  TEXAS 78721
Phone: 51 2-385-0738

Tx. Watts: 800-252.3457
Nat l Watts: 800-325.5043

Telex # 763-830
.SE HABLA ESPANOL"
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IHE NOSI
Ku READY
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UIDEUORID.
LLxor has been Ku read.y long before the

rest of the world ever heard of sat-ellite television.
Then came the eiehties when we intro-

duced America to its first Ku and -
C-band biock receiver: Lrxor's
9570 Mark II.

Todav there's a full line
of Lrxor Svstems. Like
our 9995, desisred as an
inexpensive stand alone
or for mLrltiple television
installations.

And no\M the Lrxor
9900-the world's easi-
est to use Satellite Tele-
vision System.

Call Luxor at
1-800-245-9995.

Luxor Ku Antennas

ICTOWaVe

9570 Mark II Block Receiver
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Our NEW Perforated-Aluminum Dish is
designed to meet your customers needs
now-and for years to come. Our 10' Classic
is ahead of il's time and vou can see the
difference in the construction and the per-
formance of an ODOM

The Classic is Ku-Band compatible and it
fills the market need for a <iualitv metal
antenna that lets the view thiu. . lnot the
signal.

Now your dealers can be selling the best of both.
ODOM-Classic perforated aluminirm for the market
that wants a high quality metal dish at a competit ive
price, and ODOM'Original for those uncoml5romis-
ing.customers that want, and demand, the very finest
in fiberglass.

5
YEAR

P.O. Box 1O17
Beebe, AR 72012
For Your Nearest ODOM Distributor,
Call  1-B00-643-2950
or in Arkansas (501) 882-6485

HONEER MEMBER OF

ASFNEETHE ATTEIITA SOURCE



Editor's View
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Hait i
I watched with more than casual interest as the various news net-

works reported on the flight of Haitian President-For-Life, Baby Doc
Duvalier, during February. Old t imers with CSD wil l  recal l  my report
some four years ago of a visit I made to Port-au-Prince, Haiti, to visit, at
his Presidential request, Baby Doc. At the time I wrote of the visit,
which was related to satellite television, I did so with more than the
usual amount of trepidation. Here's why.

Shortly after my family and I moved to the Turks and Caicos lslands
permanently in 1980, we received a message from the Hait ian high
command. "Baby Doc would like you to come to Port-au-Prince to visit
him," the message said. Hait i 's northern shore is barely 100 miles
from Provo and about 3070 of Provo's population is Haitian. Anyone
who pays any attention to the news has learned through the years that
Hait ians, as a group, have been f leeing their homeland for decades to
escape the less than pleasant living conditions of this poorest-of-all
Caribbean countries (average annual income is $130 per year). For
generations, Haitians have crammed into small boats to flee to the
Bahamas, Florida, and anyplace else that wi l l  al low lhem in.

I had been to Haiti several times. I have instructed several people

in Haiti on the fine art of bringing US and Canadian satellite television
to the country. In the process of that instruction, I came to know and
grow quite close to a number of people who lived there. One fellow, the
owner of several tourist oriented hotels in Cape Haitien, on Haiti's
north shore, became so interested in television through his visits with
me that he formed a company to buy out a small but promising cable
television system in the capital city of Port-au-Prince. In the process oJ
all of this, the Haitian dictator, Baby Doc Duvalier, learned about satel-
lite television and naturally wanted a system of his own. His invitation
for me to visit was designed, I would learn, to discover how he could
have a system for his palace.

"We wil l  send a Hait ian Air Force plane to pick you and your family
up," iead the communique. I  discussed the invitat ion with Susan and
the kids, and we decided that since we were being invited by Baby Doc
personally, there was probably little chance that anything nasty would
happen to us. Besides, how often does one have the opportunity to
visit privately with a personality like Baby Doc?

Our pilot turned out to be a free-lance type with a remarkable re-
semblance to the Red Baron. You remember the Red Baron; he and

Snoopy fought i t  out in the skies over France during World War l .  How
many people wear leather jackets and have long, wind blown scarves
that trai l  behind while pi lot ing airplanes? Our pi lot did. Our arr ival in
Port-au-Prince included being whisked through customs and into a
wait ing government l imo. We were impressed.

We were taken to a nice hoteland given something to drink. They
had arranged for Susan and the kids to tour some typical tourist loca-
tions while I was to be taken to the palace to meet Baby Doc. There

seemed to be a snag, however, but after cooling our heels for several
hours in the hotel i t  was f inal ly sorted oui. In honor of the occasion, I
had bowed to social pressure and put on long pants and a shirt with a
collar. My typical garb in those days was short cutoff pants, sandals,
and a T-shirt. Hey, even I knew you wore long pants when you saw a
head-of-state. Ooops, the only trouble was I was still wearing sandals.
That turned out to be the problem.

There was a dress code at the palace. You may recall that Haiti is a
former French possession and the French have their own way of doing
things. Even though the French had long before left Haiti, their social
graces had remained behind. One of these traditions included being
dressed in no less than a business suit when visiting at the palace. So
behind the scenes there were negotiat ions going on. l t  turned out l ike
this.

"He's here; Monsieur Cooper has arr ived."
"The President wi l l  see him at 12 noon."
" l  think not; he does not have proper att ire."
"Go to the wardrobe room and f ind him proper clothing "
" l  don't  think he would l ike that; We must f ind another solut ion to

this problem."
"Hummmm."

It  took two hours to f igure out 'hummmm.'The solut ion?
"We wil l  transfer the meeting to the Summer Palace; The President

wil l  meet you there at 1 PM "

The Summer Palace, some 15 minutes out of town at the top of a
mountain, was less formal and the dress code there was not so rigid.
Unfortunately, the Summer Palace had been closed up for months be-
cause this was winter. In one hour's t ime, a sizeable staff would be as-
sembled and transported to the Summer Palace. Windows would be
uncovered, rugs rol led out, f loors cleaned, and air condit ioning turned
on. In short,  a small  army of perhaps 100 people would hustle their
bustles to get this giant palace ready for a meeting an hour later; all be-
cause I had the bad taste not to wear a suit to visit Baby Doc.

"Come with me and we wil l  go to the Summer Palace," directed the
Air Force Captain assigned to escort me. We climbed into a new Mer-
cedes and headed down streets only inches wider than the car i tself  .
My companion spoke excel lent English.

"Do you always drive this fast in town?" I asked as we slid, on two
wheels, around a narrow corner crammed with people. In reply ne
downshifted to a set of gears guaranteed to leave 50 feet of tire rubber
on the oavement behind us

"lf I slow down and we get caught in traffic, they may stone us!" he
said. I would be far more nervous before the afternoon was over.

Arriving at the Summer Palace, a small army of workers were scur-
rying throughout the property making it ready for the President. We

Coop's/continued on page 55
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Scrambli

roking rhe scrqmbling Initiqtive
Awoy From Coble

Evoluti"on Or Bevolution?
The winter sell ing season, with one notable exception, has

always been traumatic in the satell i te antenna business. By
the most conservative estimates, business in the three month

10 CSD/March 1986

period January-March typically falls to around 35-40% of the
period October - December. When any industry suddenly
finds itself selling less than half of what it had previously
been sell ing, people get hurt. This year the winter doldrums



have been especially devastating because of the marketplace
uncertainty attached to the scrambling issue.

Measuring the depth of the business slowdown produces
some interesting barometers. A significant amount of equip-
ment was in the pipeline at the start of the new year. Fall bus-
iness was off by as much as 30% from the predicted levels,
and inventories of equipment at the wholesale level had been
keyed to the expected sales. Thus, as January 1 dawned, the
warehouses holding equipment were stocked with four to six
months worth of sales when they should have been holding
only 30-45 days worth of product. Much of the equipment
stacked in warehouses was factored (financed by its own in-
ventory value). A warehouse holding 1,000 LNAs with a
wholesale value of $60 each had $60,000 tied up in LNAs.
Multiply that cash investment times all of the warehouses and
all of the oroducts in warehouses when business dried up and
you have a disaster waiting to happen. And it did; distributors
and OEMs caught with bil ls to pay and greatly reduced cash in
hand were forced to clear out oroducts at cost and below cost.
When a major distributor began advertising LNAs from a major
manufacturer for under $20 each, those suppliers with factoi-
f inanced inventories of LNAs at $60 cost, each were suddenly
in a very tight spot.

Multiply that sudden write-down of product value times all
of the warehouses and all of the products in the industry and
you have panic.

American Microcom'iust couldn't make it'
with sudden. severe cutbacks in business at
both its North Carolina and Ohio facilities.

"satell i te Dish Company Closes," reads the headline. The
story appearing in The Winston-Salem Journal for February 1,

recounts the door closing of American Microcom's North
Carolina distribution warehouse. Pat Casdorph, the firm's
general manager noted in the report, "Business has almost
slowed to a standsti l l . The consumers believe that all of the
channels on satell i te wil l be scrambled and they are sitt ing
back and waiting to see how much the decoders wil l cost and
whether the decoders wil l be available or not."

"Business is off between B0 and 90 percent," reports John
Kaul of Kaul-Tronics. Kaul also attributes the slowdown to the
scrambling scare. "HBO really did a number on us (the satel-
l i te industry). They caught us with our pants down and we are
guilty as hell of not being ready for their intensive PR cam-
paign that spread all over the country."

Bad news. The industry is f i l led with bad nelvs at this time.
Hope springs eternal, however, and with the coming of the
new spring sell ing season, there is the optimism that business
will turn around. "l fear that we are going to lose many of our
old friends in this thinning down process," notes Chris Schul-
theiss of Triple D Publications. "And I also fear that we are
looking for the wrong types of solutions. This problem de-
mands a crit ical look at the nature of what is happening to
TVRO and a game plan to resolve these problerhs based upon
long{erm stabil ity in the marketplace. We need a game plan
for the full contest, not just a next-play plan for third down and
30 yards to go."

Sarellite Dish
Company Closes

By Katharine Blood
JOURNAL BUSINESS REPORTER

KERNERSVILLE - American Microcom, a wholesal-
er of satellite dish antennas here, has gone out of business,
partly because of a large drop in sales after llome Box
Office and Cinemax started sciambling their signals two
weeks ago.

Until Jan. 15, satellite dish owners could get about 125
channels, including pay-TV channels like HBO and Cine-
max at no extra cost. Then HBO and Cinemax began
scrambling their signals, forcing satellite dish owners to
buy a 9395 decoder. Viewers must also pay a monthly fee
to get the programs.

Summit Communications Inc. of Winston-Salem
charges 910.95 monthly for HBO and $8.95 for Cinemax.

Jan Ackley, branch manager for American Microcom's
Kernersville warehouse, which opened last July, said that
a big decline in sales in the satellite industry caused the
company to cut back its expenses by closing the Kernerc-
ville warehouse. The company, which is based in Bowling
Green, Ky., also has closed its warehouse in Cambridge,
Ohio. Only the warehouse in Bowling Green will remain in
operation.

"We Just CaD't Make It"

The Kernersville office of American Microcom sold
satellite dish antennas to retailers in North Carolina,
South Carolina, Virginia and Tenneesee.

"We were a relatively small branch, and we were
testing out the area," said Ackley. "Business went down 80
percent, and we just can't make it."

Aekley said that sales were down in part because of all
the talk about HBO and Cinemax scrambling their sig-
nals. Several other channels are considering scrambling
their signals, he added.

Pat Casdorph, general manager of American Micro
com's Bowling Green operation, said that consumers
think all the channels available on a satellite will be
scrambled.

"The desire to buy the satellite dish is down. Business
has almost slowed down to a standstill," said Casdorph."People are sitting back, waiting to see if the decoders
will be available and how much they will cost,"

lfi) Channels Avallable

Even with the loss of HBO and Cinemax, Ackley said
that more than 100 unscrambled channels are available
on a satellite dish.

Much of North Carolina's population is in rural areas
that cannot get local channels or good reception without a
satellite dish. There are 1.3 million dish antennas in
operation nationwide and about 28,fi)0 in North Carolina.

The antennas cost anywhere from about 91,0fi) to t3,000,
according to local retailers.

Larry Slate, the owner of Friendly Video and Satellite
in Kernersville, said that there has been a slowdown in
business because people think every channel is being
scambled, not just HBO and Cinemax.

CSD/March 1986



.4 you need more than a filter to solve your
p{o!19m, our.expert technical assistance i-s only
a toll free call away. Even the best filter needs"
prqpel site selection and effective installation
techniques.
_ Call and order the book we wrote "selling and
Installing Satellite Systems in Terrestrial lnt"er-
ference Environments". It's easy to understand and
will provide y-oll with all the information Vou'll- 

-

need to install dishes almost anywhere.

has the cure for T.I.

Call

1-SOOJTI-CURES

,JESPrruc.

problems for dealers.
It is no longer necessary to carry several

filters and diagnostic kits around to confuse your
customers. If a filter is the solution to your T.l.
problem, one of our PFG-series filterd is all
you'll need.

And now, there are filters for block down
ggqvs_Slon_rglqi_vjrs yrlh sqcgd IFs of 70MHz,
I34MH2,140 MHz, & 510 MHz.

3341 Holwyn Dr, Lexington, KY 40b03
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The Nature Of Scrambling
Few would argue that scrambling is f inally here. What may

be arguable is the depth of the scrambling cut and the long-
term effects on scrambling for satell i te antenna sales. Some
history,

Home satell i te system growth has been fueled largely by
the totally unrestricted access to dozens and ultimately more
than a hundred separate satell i te delivered programming ser-
vices. The public may select individual terminals based upon
operational features but the decision to buy a terminal in the
first place has been totally paced by the availabil ity of pro-
gramming. Right or wrong, the perception of the public is that a
satell i te dish offers more than a hundred TV program channels
without cost nor obligation to pay. The satell i te industry, right
or wrong, has fostered this belief by not being more candid
with its customers. The public's perception of satell i te TV has
been largely formed by the sellers of satell i te system
hardware. And starting with the official attitude of the trade as-
sociation, SPACE, that attitude has been defiant and insolent
throughout the industry for several years. Sooner or later there
would be a price to pay for that attitude. And why? Because the
programming TVRO has been accessing did not belong to
TVRO. No, it was never public property and defiant state-
ments about it belonging to whomever could catch it in their
backyards aside, it never would be public property.

The direction of the satell i te industry at the moment con-
tinues to be pushed by the defiant elements of the industry.
Plans to raise hell in Congress and the courts are bold but ex-
tremely risky. First, there is the time element; legislative or
court victories require years rather than months to effect. The
industry could easily win the battles, but lose the war in that
time oeriod. Next. there is the cost element;the trade associa-
tion, SPACE, has been growing at an expotential rate. lts day
to day overhead has more than doubled (some say tripled) in
the last year. Unfortunately, as the costs have escalated, the
revenues from member-supporters have dropped just as
dramatically in recent months. This is caused by the primary
revenue sources being tied to industry sales performance. We
all recognize that sales are off. Court and legislative victories
are not only long in coming, they are expensive to implement.
The funds to implement, and engineer a course through the
scrambling mine fields may not be fundable given the present

state of the industry's f inancial resources.
The public confidence in home satell i te systems has

eroded to an all t ime low. Dealers, with a few exceptions, have
not been able to cope with the tremendous amount of emo-
tional 'bad press' generated by HBO and others in the cable
arena. Consumers have lost their confidence in satell i tes as
an entertainment system. When they ask retailers to explain
the scrambling situation, the retailers either don't know the
answers, cannot put their answers into words, or revert to the
defiant emotionalism of a wounded duck dive-bombing the
Ear.th below like a kamikaze pilot. SPACE has attempted to
provide retailers with a set of responses for the hard consumer
questions but somehow that effort has failed. Perhaps the re-
tailers have lost faith in SPACE itself and do not believe the
material provided by the trade association.

There are several oossible directions for the present chaos
to go:

1)  Confusion wi l l  cont inue and the publ ic  wi l l  forget  i ts

fears. Certainly the American public does have a short
memory and in three to six months, it could be a bad
memory. However, the risk here is that a new barrage of
anti-satell i te propaganda from HBO (et al) would start
the cycle all over again.
2) SPACE's aggressive stance before Congress and
the courts wil l generate new hope and new press. That
could change the attitudes of some consumers, but unti l
the final law is oassed and the final court decision is
handed down, the marketplace wil l continue to be frag-
mented and subject to retaliatory strikes from the cable
PR machine.
3) Someone, somehow, wil l create a marketing pro-
gram for software which wil l be clear, easily understood,
and acceptable to both the existing satell i te owners and
the yet unsold satell i te owners. Such a program must
offer a suitable number of programming sources at a
monthly rate which is attractive to the viewing public.

With retail business dramatically off, the
funds needed to pay for an industry wide pro-
motionalcampaign simply may not be availa-
ble.

What Are Those Sources?
the major cable programmers attempted last fall to put to-

gether a programming consortium. They failed. The cable
television trade association had a similar effort destroyed
when some of the major programmer players refused to be a
part of the project. That left only the cable system operators as
potential distributors of software programming for home satel-
l i tes.

TCl, a major (number two in size) cable system operator
has created a sales program for satell i te viewers. TCI seems
to have the additional support of a number of other major cable
(MSO; multiple system operator) f irms. Basically, TCI pro-
poses the following:

A) The consortium of cable system operators wil l lease
or sell M/A-Com VC2000 series descramblers to the
home viewer. lf the unit is rented/leased, the charge per
month wil l be $6 to $8. The satell i te antenna owner
would sti l l  have the option of purchasing the descram-
bler for the standard retail (user) price of $395.
B) The satell i te viewer would pay a monthly access
charge of $6; this fee is designed to help defray the cost
of maintaining a fi le record for that viewer at the LaJolla
(California) M/A-Com operated scrambling uplink con-
trol center.
C) The viewer would pay a basic package charge of $6
per month. This would result in the viewer receiving 12
to 15 basic  channels such as CNN, MTV, ESPN, BET,
ARTS, USA, and so on. The major market Indie station
services (WGN, WOR, KTVT, WPIX, and WTBS) are
not included in this basic package at this time.l
D) The viewer could then optionally also subscribe to
some quantity of premium programming;the suggested
rates are $10 oer month for the first such service
selected and $6.50 per month for each additional ser-
vice selected. Amono the services to be offered are
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HBO, Cinemax, Disney, Showtime, and The Movie
Channel .

Dollars
For the basic service, the homeowner who rents or leases

a decoder wil l have $8 + $6 + 96 or 920 a month invested in
receiving up to ' l  5 channels from cable programmers. For this
package plus two premium services, the fee wil l be $36.50 oer
month. Cable people point out that these rates compare favor-
ably with cable rates for terrestrial service f rom cable systems.

A primary concern of SPACE from the outset of the
scrambling mess has been that satell i te dealers play some
part in the resell ing of the programming itself. This plan has
been driven by two factors.

1) There has been a fear amongst dealers that if cable
programmers only distribute through cable system
operators, the cable systems will expand from software
sales to hardware (system) sales. SpACE, representing
satellite retailers, would like to protect that turf for its
membership or it could awaken one day and find no
membership remaining.
2) SPACE also fears a monopoly of the software pric-
ing, if only cable operators can sell (retail) the software
(programming) packages, the pricing is l ikely to remain
high because of the need to protect the monooolistic
pricing of the cable operator through his cable system.
SPACE would prefer to see multiple sources for pro-
gramming available to insure that pricing is kept com-
petitive.
The ultimate concerns here are that if only one group con-

trols both hardware and software, prices will rise rather than
fall. That wil l mean fewer overall system sales and that reduc-
tion in system sales wil l hurt not only the retailers who have
been cut out of the deal but the original equipment manufac-
turers as well. SPACE depends upon the OEMs, the dis-
tributors, and the dealers for its funds.

Public Confidence As An lssue
Because of the very successful campaign created by HBO

(et al) to brand all home satell i te owners as thieves and pi-
rates, and because of the widespread coverage given to the
January 1Sth scrambling debut of HBO, the typical person in
the street now believes that virtually all of the satellite program
channels wil l one day scramble. The public no longer believes
that owning a dish is desirable.

How do you rebuild public confidence in home satell i te svs-
tems?

Promises of future court or legislative victories no tonger
work. 'Being legal' no longer works because it fails to address
the direct issue of scrambling. The public simply no longer be-
lieves home systems can deliver large quantit ies of unscram-
bled programming. Cable's PR machine has done an excet-
lent job of destroying the credibil i ty of our industry. lt is pain-
fully simple.

Just what might it take to return public confidence ano pro-
vide the retailer with the tools he needs to be an effective and
convincing seller of satell i te systems? programmlng; access
to high quality programming at reasonable pricing. Now, how

much programming wil l i t take to bring back the system
buyers? That's the $64 question.

"Baseball Urges Scrambling Of Games'Satell i te Feeds,, '
reads the headline in cable's Multichannel News. The story
goes on to explain that Major League Baseball (MLB) is urging
all of its individual clubs to adopt a universal scrambling sian_
dard for the 1986 season and to assure baseball participants
that no back-hauled baseball games being fed from the
stadiums to hometowns are transmitted in the clear on satel_
lites in the future. Why would baseball do such a dastardlv

HBO may have 'shot itself in the foot' by
over-publicizing the fall out of scrambting. lf
they *arted TVRO'de

thing? "lt is in the best interest of the right-holders to protect
the marketplace," the report notes.

"CBS Works East In Scrambling Feeds," reads another
headline. This report notes that, "The network transmission is
a private transmission meant only for the network and its af_
fi l iate stations." CBS is currenfly scrambling the mountain time
zone feeds on Telstar and over the next 1g months it wil l
further scramble the west coast, central, and finally the east
coast time zone feeds. All CBS feeds, direct to affiliates and
back-hauls from sporting events, as well as news feeds will
eventually be scrambled. ABC and NBC say they, too, wil l
scramble.

"Even with the loss of HBO and Cinemax, more than 100
channels are available unscrambled on a satell i te dish,"
suggests Jan Ackeley, former North Carolina branch manager
for American Microcom. Microcom closed its North Carolina
facil i ty doors in January complaining that business was off bV
more than 80 percent.

"SPACE, the trade association for the backyard earth sta-
tion industry, again last we6k threatened to sue CBS - as well
as superstation WOR-if they do not make their signals avail-
able to home satell i te owners who cannot get the signal off-
air," notes another trade press report.

Lefs be practical and realistic, about where scramblino is
headed. A tabulation is in,order.

By this tabulation, we have just under 100 total channels
available originally (others counting can find slightly more or
less). lf you apply the logic of why certain service5 would
scramble and why others would not scramble, you come to the
reasoned conclusion that out of 95 such service channels
studied, 62 wil l eventually scramble. That's two-thirds of the
total. And those left unscrambled will represent very few of the
truly viewer-desirable services.

Category Total Channels
Available

Channels Likely
To Scramble

Net Remaining
NotScrambled

uable
Programmers
Non-Cable
Broadcast

Sports Back-hauls
Non-Cable, Non-
Broadcast

JO

1 2
20
1 2

1 4

44
0

1 7
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The satellite industry, to survive, must carefully analyze
what services are needed to keep TVRO alive, and then en-
gage as an industry in seeing that those categories of service
remain available to the public. We have some help if we study
the May-June published results of various studies conducted
within the marketplace (see CSD for June 1st and June 1sth,
1985). There we learned that with more than 2,000 owners re-
sponding to a detailed questionnaire, the program categories
most popular were (1 ) movies, (2) sports, and (3) news. The
services most popular were (1) HBO, (2) The Movie Channel,
(3) Showtime, (4) Cinemax, (5) ABC, (6) CBS, (7) NBC, (8)
WTBS, (9)ESPN, and (10)  CNN.

All 10 of these services plan to scramble. So do all of the
next 1 0 on the list. However, at the present time in the process
of scrambling, all but WTBS will be readily available via one or
more software marketing plans to home satellite viewers; ex-
cept for the three network signals.

The three network signals create a special problem for
satellite owners. A significant segment of the American satel-
lite viewing public does not have access to all three of the
major network signals. Studies of these viewers reveal that
approximately 35% of them tune-in network signals via satel-
lite each day. There could be several reasons for this:

1) Local terrestrial network reception is flawed;

2) The presence of multiple-time zone feeds of network
programming via satellite is more attractive to the view-
ers than live reception in a single, fixed time slot.

No study has been done to measure the exact reasons or
the type of viewing done of satellite fed network signals, so de-
cisions affecting the ultimate availability of network program-
ming via satellite cannot be made at this time. The networks do
plan to scramble; CBS is already scrambling their mountain
time zone feeds and will progressively expand scrambling to
the west coast, central, and eastern time zones before the end
of 1987.

SPACE, true to its often insolent role, decries the scram-
bling of CBS. SPACE threatens lawsuits, something it has been
doing for nearly half a decade. CBS says, "We are very con-
cerned about those small number of people who cannot re-
ceive us via terrestrial transmission and this problem will be
addressed." But does CBS think satellites are the answer?

Unfortunately, no. "We don't plan to reach these people via
satellite transmission." How would CBS reach these rural
people? A task force from the CBS affiliates group is studying
translators and other terrestrial rebroadcast devices. They will
not find an answer here as more than 30 years of attempts to
do this wil l reveal.

There is a model of a sort for this problem in Canada. CAN-
COM, the Canadian firm that offers eight different service
channels for a now-reported $20 (Canadian) per month (in-
cluding Oak Orion decoder) provides the four US network
channels as a part of their package. The Oak Orion units mar-
keted through CANCOM are not generally available within the
US and there is no mechanism in place to allow US satellite
vievters to subscribe to the CANCOM service, short of travel-
ing to Canada or arranging with a Canadian contact for the
subscription. But the model exists nonetheless.

CANCOM, somewhat neglectful to respect US/Canadian

legal treaties dealing with satellite telecommnications, has in-
stalled off-air receiving equipment of the Ontario side of the
Michigan border. There they select the local ABC, CBS, NBC,
and PBS signals from Detroit and uplink them (Oak scram-
bled) to Anik D. The Detroit stations are operating 24 hours-
per-day and this gives CANCOM viewers access to not only
the regular ABC, CBS, NBC, and PBS programming but, they
also receive the non-network programming selected by the re-
spective stations.

The three network signals create a special
problem forTVRO. Studies reveal35% of all
TVRO viewers watch one or more network
satellite feeds per day.

One of the problems with this approach is that Detroit is in
the eastern time zone of the US, and that brings network pro-
grams up on the screen three hours earlier for western Canada
viewers than they would be available via local terrestrial trans-
mitters. How CANCOM subscribers in the west have adapted to
this time shift has not been measured.

CANCOM selected the Detroit US network stations to turn
into network superstations for Canada after carefully consid-
ering the options. The US signals would ideally be close by to
the Canadian border to enhance the quality of the off-air re-
ception. They would come from a major population center
since big markets can better afford high quality off-network
programming than smaller market stations such as Minot,
North Dakota.

Several Options
As an industry, the home satellite marketplace must be

honest enough to recognize that its marketplace will be seri-
ously eroded if the three major US network signals disappear
from the unscrambled l ist along with the major cable program-
mer and sports feeds. lt now appears that given enough time,
the cable program channels will universally become reavail-
able through any of several cable instigated marketing plans.
The sports feeds, back-hauled to their hometowns for local
terrestrial transmissions, wil l probably be lost for all t ime. The
network programs can be saved. Let's see how and why.

Although SPACE may actually f i le one or more lawsuits de-
manding access to network programming directly from the
networks, the likelihood that the satellite industry can prevail in
this situation is slim at best. Even if the industry does some-
how force CBS (et al) to make a channel of their services avail-
able, the years spent f ighting this issue could cripple home
satellite growth for all time. Another solution is demanded.

The answer is quite straightforward; there needs to be a
package of network services offered, not unlike tfie present
CANCOM service package. CANCOM has bundled,'for Cana-
dian use exclusively, the four US networks plus a selection of
Canadian independent superstations. The charge is $20
Canadian or about $15-US per month. That includes the de-
coder.
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There is nothing in present US telecommunication laws to
prevent the exact same type of service to be created for US
consumption. Here is what is involved:

1) A major market city such as New York, Miami, or
Chicago is selected. The local network signals are re-
ceived oflair with antennas and the signals reduced to
baseband. The baseband signals are wired to appropri-
ate uplink antennas and transmltted in a scrambled for-
mat to subscribing viewers.
2) lf the scrambled signals uti l ize the same scrambling
format as is employed by the cable programmers (i.e.
the VC2000 units from M/A-Com), home satellite con-
sumers could then access the scrambled network oack-
age with no additional hardware investment.
3) The service could be self-sustaining with a surprls-
ingly small number of paying viewers. Here are some re-
levent numbers.
C-band transponder costs have dropped significantly dur-

ing the past two years; and further drops are promised if the
FCC deregulates the pricing of such transponders. At the pres-
ent t ime, a full-t ime transponder on a powerful bird such as G2
and F4 can be leased for around $65,000 per month on a
short-term lease. Lower rates are available on long-term com-
mitment. The costs associated with installing an off-air fed pick-
up system and connecting the system into an uplink transmit-
ter are relatively minor. On a per hour basis, you end up ex-
pect ing to spend around $80,000 per  month or  91 11.11 per
hour (30 day month) for the uplink facil i ty plus the manpower
and transponder if the capital costs are amortized over a 60
month time span. That's for the first channel, For each addi-
tional channel processed through the same facil i ty, you are
looking at $104.1 7 per hour. Therefore:

1) Six channels of service (consisting of ABC, CBS,
NBC, PBS, plus two independent channels) wil l cost
$631.94 oer  hour .
2) ln a720 hour month, the six channel service woulo
have an operating overhead of $631 .94 times 720 hours
or $454,999. Remember, that is for six channels of ser-
vtce.

Now, how do you pay for such a package?
There are several possible scenarios. At the CANCOM

model of 8 channels for 915 (US) per month, we have a need
to serve $454,999 divided by $tS or 44,969 homes to break
even. lf the sum of all home satell i te systems now in place is
1.7M (1.4M in US, .2M in Canada,  and .1M outs ide of  Canadal
US), 44,969 represents 2.6ak of tne total satell i te universe.

The marketabil ity of a six channel service to 45K homes wil l
be directly affected by the scrambling of other services.
Should the existing superstations (WTBS) scramble as an-
nounced, and should they not be readily available in the vari-
ous cable scrambling packages (1) for some indefinite period
of t ime, the desirabil ity of the proposed six channel package
would be considerably enhanced.

There are other possibil i t ies to fund the system. An aggres-
sive system marketeer such as Uniden, or Channel Master, for
example, could look upon providing their system buyers with
guaranteed access to programming as a desirable additional
cost of business. lf you manufactured satell i te systems and
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were faced, along with every other manufacturer, with the
likelihood that you might see your business drop off by 50% or
more, would you not take steps to reverse that trend?

Suppose Uniden elected to set aside $180 from the
charged{hrough price for a complete Uniden system for the
acquisit ion of programming. ln effect, the Uniden system cus-
tomer would be receiving a certif icate which prepaid, for one
year, his subscription to the six channel service. The actual
cost of this certif icate might be paid totally by the OEM, or a
portion might be paid bythe Uniden distributor and dealer, The
customer would be responsbile for acquiring his own decoder,
through his dealer. Uniden, by sell ing only 45,000 satell i te sys-
tems in a year, could fund the entire cost of the six channel up-
link service all by themselves. lf a consortium of OEMs joined
together in such an effort, the burden shouldered by a single
OEM would be reduced however, and a larger segment of the
industry would profit and grow.

Where To Uplink?
There are several considerations important to determining

where and how such a cooperative might function.
1) Time Zone: Logic suggests that while it might ult i-
mately be desirable to have both an east and a west

Forty-five thousand homes would be re-
quired, at $15 per-home/per-month, to 'break
even'with a six channel network & lndie ser-
vice.

coast set of feeds for such a service, you wil l start with
only one of these init ially. The largest percentage of
satell i te systems are located west of the eastern time
zone, and the largest percentage of network-disaovan-
taged viewers l ive in the west. This suggests strong con-
sideration for a central or mountain time zone fed mar-
ket to begin with.
2) Outside CONUS Coverage: For every TVRO nome
within the US that is without major network coverage,
we have multiple homes outside the US. The primary
viewing choice for Canadians and home satell i te vlew-
ers in the Caribbean and Central America is the US net-
work services. In this subgroup, the network servtces
rank 1, 2, and 3 ahead of any movie or other program
services. And while US satell i tes do not officially serve
outside the US, we all know better. In analyzing how
such a package of programming would ult imately ben-
efit the sale of future home satell i te systems, we must
be honest enough to recognize the importance of these
secondary markets. A system developed for serving the
satell i te industry with these basic services must give
some weight to the needs of these sub-groups.
3) Availabil ity of Indie Signals: The TVRO viewing
habits studied early in 1985 substantiate the belief that
independent superstations, with unique and aggressive
programming practices, are very desirable program-
ming sources. During some time-'otday segmenrs,
where sports or other unusual programming is carried,
these Indies compare favorably with network station rar-



ings. The marketplace selected should have no fewer
than two such independent signals available, or alter-
nately multiple uplinks to feed the service would be re-
quired; located so as to be capable of receiving a quality
input signal from the chosen indie signals.
4) Availabil ity of quality PBS services: The same
criteria should apply to the selection of the PBS network
service signal, since in major US markets, aggressive
programming practices by the PBS station managers
makes them formidable programming choices with view-
ers. Stellar PBS affiliates include Boston's WGBH,
New York's WNET, and San Francisco's KQED.
5) Heavy network scheduling: Not many network af-
filiates routinely clear for broadcast all of the network
programs transmitted. All stations are profit oriented
and most stations look for perceived profit opportunities
within the network schedule. A weak network program,
for example, is preempted in a market and replaced with
a stronger program created or purchased separately by
the network affiliate. In effect, the network program
preempted does not air in that particular market. The ef-
fect of this decision for a satellite feed can be imoortant
since the replacement program may have only local in-
terest in the market where it is intended to air. One way
to insure that all of the network programs available are
carried on the satellite service feed is to elect to carry
flagship stations owned by the networks proper; New
York City's WCBS, WNBC, and WABC, or the Los
Angeles equivalents also owned by the networks di-
rectly.

There are serious conflicts in all of these requirements. But
if you work through the importance of each variable, you come
to the conclusion that uplinking from the New York City area is
a strong contender, There are side effects here, social-cultural
as well as economic, to consider.

Remember, that any honest appraisal of how such a ser-
vice will be utilized must admit the importance of such a ser-
vice to non-CONUS regions; principally Mexico, the Carib-
bean, Canada, and Central America. Most CONUS based US
home satellite viewers have at least one local terrestrial ser-
vice to fall back upon for local or regional news, non-CONUS
viewers have no such US terrestrial equivalents. That means
that within a short period of time, heavy viewing of the selected
market signals will in effect extend the market to many foreign
countries.

This cultural effect was documented on the NBC Nightly
News, this past summer, when a report on the effects of satel-
lite viewing was done in the small Central American country of
Belize. There, NBC found that the strong use of Chicago's

WGN by cable and rebroadcast facility operators had in effect
turned Belize into a suburb of Chicago. The average person in
the streets of Belize knew more about the position of the
Chicago mayor on matters of political importance and more
about the pricing of goods and commodities in Chicago than
fre or she did about similar news in their homd country. The en-
tire country is now die-hard Chicago Cub fans.

The overwash of American television leaves a lasting im-
pression on the citizens of a country or town where the service

is made available. In virtually all such non-CONUS markets,
the American television not only dominates local broadcast-
ing, it may often be the only television broadcasting available.
Selection of which market will become extended into vast re-
gions of the Caribbean, must be carefully considered since the
selection process becomes an instrument of inadvertent
American foreign policy.

Need For Action
Industry leaders have decried the exceedingly negative

approach presently being taken by SPACE. They have found
that while an attitude of insolence may be admirable, the casu-
alty levels among wholesale and retail suppliers is not accept-
able. Clearly, to turn this situation around, the home satellite
industry must redirect its efforts towards more constructive
and positive programs which will rebuild consumer confidence
in the home satellite medium.

lf the industry sits still and waits for others such as the cable
programmers and cable system distributors to sort out the
programming aspects of TVRO, no less than 18 to 24 months
can be expected to lapse before there is a return to the
buoyant selling days of yesteryear. The cable programmers
and systems operators see no immediacyto rush the details of
the TVRO program distribution; we, as an idustry see quite thq
opposite to be true.

As an industry, we possess the necessary skills and the
necessary financial incentives to launch an industry spon-
sored and controlled uplinking package created for the singu-
lar purpose of insuring our own long-term survival. Whether
such a program is funded by some form of pass-through taxa-
tion on total system sales, by voluntary subscription, or by cor-
porate funding from larger OEMs such as Uniden, STS, and
others is not important atthis point. Recognizing thatwe, as an
industry, must do something positive to recapture public confi-
dence in the long-term desirability of home satellite systems
should take precedence over all other considerations.

The time for urgent discussions, negotiations, and detailed
studies is now; while there is stil l enough activity within the in-
dustry to spark the necessary resources into action. We invite
your comments.

1/ At this time, there is a legal problem with allowing supersta-
tion signals for WTBS, WGN, KTVT, WPIX, and WOR to
scramble. These signals are satellite transmitted by inter-
mediate firms called common carriers. FCC rules inhibit com-
mon carriers from modifying the signals they receive and re-
transmit in any way; perhaps including scrambling of the sig-
nals. Furthermore, US copyright laws prevent payment by in-
dividual homes for superstation signals. The net etfect of this
impasse is that while the signals may be scrambled, special
legislation will be required to unscramble them. For the im-
mediate future, it is unlikely that any superstation signals,
scrambled for cable delivery, will be unscrambled for home
delivery. SPACE's reaction to this is to sue the common carner
and perhaps the station itself. More appropriately, new legisla-
tion is required in Congress.
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m Satellite
DH PRODUCES OVER 1O,OOO TVRO ANTENNAS A MONTH

Spun perforated is our top of the l ine antenna available
in 5', 6' and 9'. lt 's the best antenna you can buy
and 12 gigahertz compatible. We also make a 5' and
6'  double r ing portable uni t .  DH keeps over 10,000
TVRO antennas in inventorv.

DH manufactures the spun aluminum antennas on their
11 spinning machines. All antennas are template
checked to 12 gigahertz tolerance. We manufacture
many private label antennas and can produce the size,
thickness and F/D ratio you want.

Our aluminum and steel premeshed Black Shadow
series available is a 10' size, 4 section with .3 F/D
ratio. lt has a rear adjustable buttonhook. We also
manufacturer a 't piece 8'-6" antenna.

Sold

cALL 1-800-392-6884

By Most Major Distributors
FOR THE NAME OF THE DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU.

Sa tgll i te p o Box 23e o prairie du chien, wr s3821-eeeo



Mounting

Reqssessing
Mounls
By Bob Crean

minimiz ing cable runs.
This is the moment when considerations affecting the

mount should be addressed. One of these considerations is
soil type and geography. ls it dirt? How deep? ls the soil very
dense? Or, perhaps too dense (shaley, or worse yet-plain
rock)? lf i t 's loose, is it sandy or gravelly? lf the site must be on
a slope, is there proper drainage? Are there signs of erosion or
slumping? lf i t 's rock, what kind? Can it be broken apart easily,
or is it solid?

All of these questions wil l usually be answered more easily
after you have done a few installations and you learn which in-
stallations you are continually called back to because of earth
problems and considerations. Some guidelines are obvious:
Try to select a site that is level, protected from the prevail ing
winds, in deep, firm, compacted earth. Avoid rock, unless there
is a level spot on which to work (and remember, rock is not the
end of the world as far as an installation goes). Avoid loose,
shift ing, sandy terrain. Avoid the bases of large hil ls where
runoff, or groundwater might cause slumping (or freezing)
problems.

There are three basic types of ground mounting options in
use today in the industry. The installation in good firm soil
where going to the required depth is not a problem is the first.
The second involves weak or loose soil, or the situation where
rock is hit before the required depth is reached. The third is
where all you have to work with is rock. Let's take them one at
a time and look at some of the considerations that affect the
success of the installation.
The "Deep Plug" Post Mount

Where there is plenty of good firm soil, most installers sim-
ply auger, backhoe, or manually dig a big hole and place a pipe
into the hole, and fi l l  i t with cement. Occasionally, Sono tubes
or other types of forms are used, although the former are ex-
pensive and only necessary if the integrity of the earth
around the cement is not good. Other types of forms such as a
55 gallon barrel with the ends cut off work equally well.

There are two major considerations here: How deep a hole

MOUNTS
With all the choices the satell i te television dealer has to

make today regarding receivers, LNAs, feedhorns, antennas,
etc., one might think that the choice of a mount to support the
antenna is of l i tt le or no conseouence to the success (both op-
erationally and financially) and durabil ity of an installation. Be-
cause more and more mounts are coming packaged with the
dish, a selection of a mount is nonexistent-the dealer simply
selects the antenna he l ikes (for one of any number of
reasons) and takes the mount that the antenna manufacturer
supplies.

We hope to show that getting involved in looking closely at
mounts and taking their design into consideration when pur-
chasing a system for resale can pay off both in the short and
long term. We hope to show that all mounts are not created
equal and that even dishes with excellent reputations can
have substandard mounts supporting them. While the im-
mediate results of giving mount design and installation a
closer look may not be as readily apparent as that of putting a
hotter LNA on a system, or using a special feed, if you have
ever gotten a callback that goes, "lt's good on Satcom 4 but not
on Satcom 3," you have learned that in the long run the system
is only as good as the mount that supports the dish.

So, we wil l address the whole works starting from below the
ground up, including a discussion on sites, earth types, use of
concrete, and continue upwards to fastening the mount to the
foundation, determining what goes into a good mount, and
end with a discussion on different types of mount design.
The Site

When first approaching an installation site, most dealers
naturally cast their eye through the approximate location in the
sky where the Clarke orbit resides from their position. For
those in the west, there is usually a l itt le less concern than for
those in the east, who try to verify that Satcom 3-or Galaxy can
be seen low on the horizon to the west-south-west. Once it is
determined that there is one or more locations on the site suit-
able for an installation, such issues as whether the customer
minds looking at the dish come into play, as well as things l ike
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and how much cement? There are probably as many answers
as there are dealers in the country. To gain a foothold in prop-
erly assessing the answers, one must consider the size.
weight, and construction of the dish, thevulnerabil ityof the site
to wind or frost, and last, but not least, the relative benefits of
99.9% security that a callback wil l not happen versus the cost
of digging the hole, mixing, and placing the cement (not to men-
tion the cost of the cement itself).

There is l i tt le question that if you place enough concrete,
the dish and mount wil ldisintegrate before the overturning mo_
ments will affect the foundations. The same cannot be said
about frost, as even enormous quantities of improperly placed
cement can be moved by this silent force. Discussion in a mo-
ment for those that need to deal with frost.

The thing that determines whether forces applied to the
dish or mount wil l move the assembly is best explained by a l it-
t le physics lesson. First someterms:A "moment,,is defined as
a force acting on an object through a lever arm. The lever arm
is the element that carries the action of the force to the resis_
tance to that force. For some simple examples of this as
applied to mounts, wind is the force acting on the dish, the
mount, and the post supporting it. The lever arm is the post it_
sell, and the resistance to the force is the earth pushing back
on the side of the "plug" of cement which holds the post. There
are actually two forces acting in this fashion (those engineers
reading this wil l take exception to this gross simplif ication:
there is a continuous field of forces at every point of contact
between the cement plug and the earth). Without getting car-
ried away with the theory of why a dish may or may not come
down in wind, we can deducelhe following guidelines in deter_
mining how deep the hole and how much concrere:' l  
) The bigger the dish, the deeper the hole and the more con_

crete.
2) The heavier the dish, ditto.
3) The taller the post, ditto.
4) The more remote or diff icult to access or maintain, ditto.

This last item may strike some as being a little curious. The
trade-off mentioned above concerns the consequences of
movement of the mount versus the cost of assuring that it wil l
never happen. Experience is the bestteacher, but as a rule of
thumb, if prevailing winds are of average strength and the pos-
sibility of storms, tornadoes, etc. is minimal, one.would unlikely
be called back to an installation (for mount fnovement) by
using a minimum ol 1/zyard of cement for a 6 foot dish, 1 yard
for a 9 footto 1 1 foot dish, and 1.5 to 2yards tor al2footto 16
foot dish. Using the rules above, mesh dishes would reouire
less cement than their fiberglass size equivalents, because
they have less mass, which is a factor in oscillation (discussed
below). Well protected sites can get away with less concrete
than exposed, windy locations. High traffic areas (near a park-
ing lot, for example) need more (yes, it is possible that a vehi-
cle might hit the dish).

This business of assuring that the post never moves out of
plumb is one that can be addressed by simply designing the
means to adjust the plumbness into the mount. Several mount
manufacturers, including ourselves, have recognized this as
being an enormous aid to the dealer who does for bne reason
or another have to go back to a site to readjust the mount track
properly, unless the pipe is bent or removed and replaced.

Below, we describe a simple way to avoid having to make
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absolutely sure nothing moves once the post is set in the con-
crete. Let's discuss the second type of installation that in-
volves loose or sandy soil.
The Pad Mount

The second general type of mount installation involves soil
that is either too loose to excavate successfully, or is too shal-
low over bedrock. A third reason for using this type of installa-
tion is the case of swampy or spongy earth.

Resistance to the forces applied on a dish may be resisted
by maintaining the same mass of concrete as in the deep plug
method, but redistributing it outward from the post. In the case
of a tripod assisted mount (similar to the ones Channel Master
produces) or the integral tripod mount under the ADM series of
antennas, this type of pad may prove the simplest to install re-
gardless of soil condition.

The depth should be maximized as is reasonably practical,
and the size of the pad should be such that perhaps 25% more
concrete is used per given size and construction of dish as
noted above. This is because we are relying solely on the
mass (and therefore gravity) of the pad to resist the overturn-
ing moment applied by wind acting on the dish andmount.

In the case where bedrock is struck within 12 inches of the
surface, it is advisable to increase this mass by building forms
above the ground plane to form a pedestal effect. A slab much
thinner than that becomes more diff icult to pour properly with-
out reinforcement and the installation risks fracturing of the
pad itself during severe stress on the mount and dish.

It should be noted carefully that this type of installation, if
used in the northeast, or other areas where frost is a problem,
rarely puts the base of the concrete pad below the frost line
and should be avoided unless the technique described below
to mount the post to the cement is used. This greafly simplifies

Commerclal Grade Az-El mount by Harrls on
KU-band antenna for NBC television network;
iack screws for azimuth and elevation.



Pad Mount

GO BELOW FROSTAT CORNERS
{or to rock)
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the correction of a tracking problem due to shifting of the foun-
dation.

Mounting on Rock
The technique for mounting a post to solid rock is very

much the same as the technique suggested for mounting to
concrete. The first consideration should be to avoid it altogether
if possible, as it can be tricky. lf there are no nearby al-
ternatives, the installer must determine the structural integrity
of the rock itself . Examples of rock types that are at the top of
the list would include granite and gneiss, and most other igne-
ous rocks; limestone and sandstone are not that bad if they are
tight-that is, they don't come apart easily. The installer can
usually tell by simply finding an outcrop pins of the rock and
beating on it with a sledge hammer. lf the outcropping breaks
off easily and fractures into small pieces, the installation may
not be advisable.

Once the installer determines that the rock is structurally
sound, a flat section is located where four anchor studs may
be placed. Generally, in very strong rock such as granite,
studs 5 or 6 inches long may be sufficient. The softer the rock,
the deeper one should attempt to penetrate.

Now, how to penetrate it? While a masonry (carbide) bit on
a standard 3/e ot 1/z inch drill may do the job, it will take forever
(let's see, at $12.50 per hour, that would be...phew!). The
simplest and quickest way to do this is with a rotary hammer
drill such as a Hilti TE-17 . This machine looks like a drill, acts
like a drill but can put a3/t inch hole 6 inches deep in granite in
less than 1 0 minutes! lt's a handytool to haveforothertypes of
installations such as fastening tripod legs, or placing anchor
studs in concrete as used below. As always, one must trade off
the convenience with the $150-$200 price tag.

Once the holes are drilled, anchor studs are driven into the
holes and a nut with spacers is tightened down to flare the
piece on the lower end of the stud. We prefer tee single piece
studs to the split lead thread type only because we believe
they are stronger. After the studs are in place, it is a good idea
to seal the top of the holes with either a very wet mixture of ce-
ment, or regular roofing cement, keeping water from seeping
down into the holes (not necessary where freezing does not
occur). The flange described in the next paragraph is typically
used for installations on rock.

In all the installations described so far, there is one com-
mon objective-to assure that the post holding the mount is
vertical, and that it stays that way! One way to greatly reduce
these consequences is to weld the pipe to a flange and attach
the f lange to anchor bolts or studs in the cement. This is a com-
mon practice for virtually every lamp post, sign, and many other
structures. For most dishes being manufactured loday, a 1/z

inch thick flange between 10 inches and 14 inches in diameter
should be suitable. Many of the special mounts we manufac'
ture use this technique. Unfortunately, there is a trend in
mount design today to stop at the top of the post, and let the
dealer pick up the pipe locally. Roundhouse Manufacturing
(White River Junction, VT) has developed a hybrid solution to
this problem, which is shown here. lt consists of a flange
welded to a piece of pipe that receives the post and holds it
firmly with large setbolts. The shipping weight of this is re-
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Deep Plug
Post Mount

duced; it can be shipped UPS inexpensivelv.
The feature of attdching the mount, one way or another, to

the concrete via a flange rather than directly into the concrete
is that the concrete can be placed rather haphazardly, or if a
contractor is doing it he can use much less care in the way the
cement is placed without having to assure that the post is ver-
tical. lf standard graded anchor bolts are used, the only great
care required is that they are placed so they match the holes or
slots in the flange itself. l f anchor studs are used with the Hilt i
gun, as described previously, there are very few precautions
needed at the time of pouring the concrete, a possible cost
saver as less expereinced labor may be used to pace the con-

Aspects of Mount Construction
Now that we have finally got a post sticking out of the

ground at our site, wh'at do we put on it? Any trad-e show vet-
eran wil l know that the array of steel and aluminum is impres-
sive. Many dealers might avoid the question of what makes a
good mount all together and simply select a dish and mount
combination based on other seemingly more important factors
such as dish quality, availabil ity, distributor recommendation
or orice.

Without getting tangled up in questions that have to do with
dish performance, let's look at how one might decide which
dish-mount system to purchase based on factors involving the
mount. We will look at everything from overall design and con_
struction factors, to details of finish, hardware, integrity, and
quality of welds.

The first and foremost thing to appraise is whether the
mount was designed to be an integral part of a system or sim-
ply used because it was available. lf the dealer is purchasing
dishes f rom one supplier and mounts from another, the burden
rests on his own shoulders to make sure that the two are
suited. lf both are purchased from one source, one cannot be
absolutely sure that the two are suited, if the distributor is mak-
ing the decision (which might be based on many other factors
besides engineering). There are many single piece fiberglass
and spun meta! dishes in use today, and by reason of their de-
sign, can usually accommodate many types of polar mounts.
In this case, one should attempt to appraise the stiffness of the
mount in combination with that dish. This can only be done
properly when installed, ideally with pictures on the screen.
There is a technique known to a few of us in the industry that
wil l determine the overall stiffness of the mount, which, in our
opinion is one of the single most important features of any
mount. This sophisticated technique is called ,,shake the
dish." We describe it in detail below.

Unfortunately, at trade shows, where most of the , 't ire kick-
ing" goes on, the technique does not work as well, because
most of the mounts are only held down with sandbags or simi-
lar heavy items. You can sti l l  get a fair idea though. With the
dish aimed very nearly south -- it is at the highest azimuth it is
l ikely to be (varies with location around the country), then go to
a point at the southern most (lower most) edge of the dish. In
most cases this wil l be at waist or chest level. Using four fin-
gers on either the front or rear of the dish, begin to pull on the
edge of .the dish and then release before too much force is
exerted. Attempt to apply pressure in resonance with the
natural frequency of oscil lation of movement of the dish. The

adJustlng polar mount created lor EGt te
foot dish by Roundhouse Manufacturing,
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Basic f ixed (in positlon; not motor adiustod) Az-E1 mount of type
commonly employed by commercial installations locked on
single satellite.

same technique might be used to start a child (or one's self)
swinging on a swing. Increase the pressure unti l you get a
good rhythm going.  Don' t  pul l the d ish over !

While this motion is happening, look first at the ground,
where the post is fastened. lf i t is a secure mounting, there
probably wil l not be any motion. Then, follow the post up to
where the main elevation joint is and observe any slop or mo-
tion in that joint. Also, observe any turnbuckles or adjustors in
the elevation l inkage for slop or motion. Look at the dish itself
and see if the dish is changing its shape either as a result of a
point force acting upon it (your hand) or because the resulting
motion is causing the bolt-up points between the dish and the
mount to warp the dish. lf there are pictures on a screen
nearby, you might just observe to see if there is enough motion
to lose them. lf there is, you have already got some problems,
although they might be related to some things besides the
mount. Let the dish settle back down; grasp the dish perimeter

with thumb and forefinger and apply a gentle, rhythmic motion
in a direction tangent to the dish. This direction would be the
same as that of a record on a turntable (imagine the dish to be
a long play album). As before, gently increase the force and try
to match the natural frequency. Inspect the entire mount for
looseness of f lex. Compare it to the first test and note the pre-
cise locations where motion or f lex is detected.

Next, rotate the dish on its polar axis to a low satell i te
(Galaxy from the east coast for example). Move around the
perimeter of the dish unti l you are at a point on the edge that is
90 degrees around from where you were before. That's about
a quarter the way around, one panel in a four panel dish or two
panels in an eight panel dish for the non-mathematicians
among us. At this location, perform the same test as before
and note motion about the polar axis. This is where jack slop
will be noted if i t exists. Observe this carefully and mentally
subtract it from mount motion to determine how stiff the mount
is itself . Often many things can be done to minimize jack slop.

The point of allthis "flex and watch" activity is to determine
if, given all the realit ies of the dish/mount system, it does not
have much built- in motion. The obvious conclusions can be
drawn from this exercise. ln general, a dish and mount de-
signed to go with each other from the start have the best
chance of providing a stiff system. Some dishes, mesh dishes
in particular, even use the mount for assistance in maintaining
the shaoe of the dish itself. The ECI dish is an examole of this
construction, and it makes for not only a stiff mounting system
but integrity of the shape of the dish as well.

Among the more important details to look at in mount con-
struction are the welds. A good weld is stronger than the two
pieces of steel joined by it. Mount failures usually happen at a
weldment. In many cases, there is no way to know by looking
at the weld if i t has proper penetration, which is how deep the
metal pieces to be joined are fused together. General appear-
ance for uniformity and flatness of welds can go a long way,
however, in assuming that the manufacturer had proper QC
procedures to assure consistently good welds.

Other details to look at include hardware. Most good quality
mounts now include all the hardware the dealer needs to do
the installation. Most of the better products on the market in-
clude either zinc olated or stainless steel hardware. While
stainless is stronger than normal hardware, strength is not
usually a factor in most uses of hardware in polar mounts
today. Corrosion resistance with stainless hardware is some-
what better than zinc plating, particularly when used in con-
lunct ion wi th a luminum.

A note of caution is in order here regarding the use of dis-
similar metals in mount-dish systems. In most cases, it wil l not
pose a corrosion problem, but in very humid conditions or in-
stallations near the coast. oroblems can occur when steel is
bolted directly to aluminum. lf the system is not properly
grounded and leakage across terminals in actuator housings
occurs, severe corrosion can happen as a result of these dis-
similar metals being in contactwith each other. This phenome-
non is well known to yachtsmen and every mount manufac-
turer should have background in this area.

Finish is the last item we wil l discuss about the overall con-
struction of mounts. The ideal f inish for any polar mount, from
a durabil ity point of view, is a galvanized finish. Next to that, a
zinc plated finish provides the same corrosion resistance (but
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For Information Call Toll Free 1-800-438-2020 (North Carolina

residents call 1-704-482-9673), or write toa
'' ''

-- STV'" Magazine

./ 
p.O.Box2384 

./
I Shelby, North Carolina 28151-2384

Big but baslc. Mitsublshi 100 foot commercial installation (Ber-
muda fol lntelsat) uses elevation over azimuth adiustment sys-
tem. How do you move a 100 loot dish??? Carefully!

the zinc is laid down in a thinner coat than with galvanizing--
which is zinc as well.) This disadvantage of standard gal-
vanized or zinc plated finishes is that the color (silver) may not
be desirable. Black zinc finishes are sometimes available but
are more expensive and an array ol galvanized finishes are
available to some mount manufacturers, but their cost is very
prohibit ive.

Paint coatings come next, and of all the powder coatings
and baked enamel finishes;they are the most durable. As with
all painted finishes, the surface must be prepared perfecily. A
scratch in a powder coated paint f inish renders it no better than
regular paint if the bonding between paint and steel is not uni-
formly good.

The finish on the mount is usually selected on the basis of
what looks good rather than what wil l last, and that's okay as
long as the mount is properly designed with the right amounts
of steel in the right places. In all but coastal areas, a totally ex-
posed, properly sized and designed mount might last a great
deal longer than many other parts of the system. lt might look
like a rust bucket, but wil l be structurallv sound.
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by Thomas Tomasi

This report has been written to coverthe general aspects of
zoning laws and those regulations that effect the installation of
satell i te dishes. The rules themselves are chaotic. For the
most part, they are frequently inconsistent or inadequate and
offer no clear guidance. The question remains, who shall over-
see the local municipalit ies, state legislatures, and courts?
These ouestions, at this point, have not been resolved.

In March of 1985, the word came from the US Federal
Communicat ions Commission requi r ing 'hands-of f  regulat ion '
by local governments concerning satell i te dishes, Some pre-
liminary statements f rom the FCC, regarding their intentions to
control zoning of dishes, stated that any existing municipal
regulations against dishes would be made invalid unless "said

regulations have a direct and tangible relationship to reason-
able, valid, demonstrable, and clearly articulated health,
safety, or aesthetic objectives." Among the points to be dis-
cussed here are the current theories on zoning, the principles
referred to in definit ion form, the possible changes which
should be made in the rules, and the supporting material for
zoning request, necessary for proposed changes.

Because you are,  or  wi l l  be,  l ike count less hundreds of
other dealers today, personally affected by your local zoning
restrictions, the restrictions can mean all the difference be-
tween the number of satell i te systems you may or may not sell.
Whatever the dispute may be, I have set some clear
guidelines which have worked for me. Following these
guidelines combined with improvisations, (in accordance with
your particular municipal regulation), you wil l be able to effec-
tively pursue a step-by-step foundation and procedure.

What  ls  Zoning?
Zoning is a local ordinance that l imits how your customer's

property may be developed and used. To view zoning as a

regulation of uses and development standards is not enough
to tell what it is however. Private deed restrictions do the same
thing. What basically distinguishes zoning from private deed
restrictions is that zoning is based upon the police power of
government. The fact that zoning is based upon police power
has much to do with its form and content. Because police
power has been broadly used, it has been implemented with
safeguards by both state and federal constitutions and state
statutes. Because exact l imitations differ from state to state,

Fourteenth Amendment Protection :
"No state shall make or enforce any law

(which)... without due process of law (shall)...
denyto any personthe equalprotection of the
laws."

they general ly  inc lude the fo l lowing:
1) Any regulations based upon the police power must

have a clear and reasonable relationship to the pub-
lic's health, safety, and welfare.

2) The police power must not be used to "take" private
properly without just compensation. What constitutes
a "taking," however, is not clear. Furthermore, the
"taking" of "rights of use" from property owners has
also been the subject of much contention. This con-
fl ict between the rights of property use and the undue
restraint of the rights, regarding, for example, the
placement of a dish ref lector on said property, has
always been the subject of debate on the levels of
state constitutions versus United States Consti-
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HOMESATP the Scientifi c-Atlanta
satellite system for the home,
is the latest addition to the first
fami ly  of  sate l l i te  communicd-
t ions. And the resemblances
are str iking.
. From huge broadcast instal-
lat ions (ABC, CBS, HBq ESPN
and their affiliates)to commercial
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Hol iday Inn,  Hi l ton and
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private networks and now to
the home. The generations of
Scientific-Atlanta quality and
value come through loud and
clear in this latest evolution-a
satellite svstem for the home
called HOMESAT.

RIGOROUS DESIGN
HOMESAT system predecessors
have proven time and again the
value of a complete system.
Uplink and downlinks matched
for superior performance. All
system components designed
to play together, to work together
as a complete unit.

The HOMESAT system re-
mains true to its roots with the
HOMESAT@800 block con-

version receiver and the
HOMESAT@8000 per-

forated antenna

paired together for unparalleled
oerformance.

MANUFACTURING
EXCELLENCE

High volume manufacturing
experience isa pluswith the new
HOMESAT svstems. Antennas
are mass produced using the
latest, sophisticated stamping
techniques. And system elec-
tronics are subjected to the same
quality tests and standards used
to maintain performance levels
in Scientific-Atlanta low cost set-
top terminals and U.S. Covern-
ment and military contract work.

Standards have to be high
where performance is critical.
And there are no higher stan-
dards than those for HOMESAI-
and Scientific-Atlanta.

COMPREHENSIVE
DEATER SUPPORT

HOMESAT comes to you with a
program that gives all youd
expect from an industry leader.
Expect free technical assistance,

regional training clinics and co-
op advertising programs. Expect
extensive support materials in-
cluding signage, brochures, ad
kits and point-of-purchase aids.
Expect the program to work
harder than any other dealer
suppoft program available.

ONE-STEP DISTRI BIITION
A factory direct distribution
system with Regional Distribution
Centers puts HOMESAT orod-
ucts, technical support and
warranty service at your finger-
tips. A fast phone call and faster
response can save davs and
dollars on your balanie sheet.

HOMESAT and Scientific-
Atlanta. Strong family ties that go
back generations. And family
traits like quality, reliability and
value that are strongerthan ever.
These are the heritage that
HOMESAT systems live up to.
These are the traditions that make
HOMESAT one of the best home
system buys in the industry.

Our experience is showing.

By Scientific-Atlanta



After the definitions, the typical zoning text contains a sec-
tion listing the districts into which the community is divided.
These are usually identified by name and symbol, but some-
times they are accompanied by descriptions and statements
of purpose. The number of districts included varies widely ac-
cording to the size and mix of the community. The section de-
scribing the districts also contains several other provisions re-
ferring to the zoning map and interpretations of boundaries.

Districts And Permitted Uses
Most uses listed, as permitted in a particular zoning district,

are usually known as "uses by right." lf a home owner com-
plies with all other requirements, then there should be no
question about the issuance of a permit for one of these uses.
Recently (5-10 years), a new kind of use appearing with in-
creasing frequency is conditional use. Conditional use is usu-
ally permitted only after a public hearing and approval of the
board or commission. Conditional use also has been referred
to as Special Use Permit, sometimes granted or denied by the
city council. Example, I make reference to ordinance #1059,
Section 36 of the City of Plantation, Florida, which makes re-
ference to conditional use as follows: "All disc or dish anten-
nas designed to receive transmissions of television signals
from communication satellites are to be permitted on a'condi-
tional basis,' with such conditions and limitations as council'sees fit ' to impose in addition to the following 'minimum' re-
quirements." My reply to this paragraph (which was one of
many) was as follows;the subject article XVlll (New Subsec-
tion C) may act in effect, as a complete bar to viewing satellite

tution.
3) Regulations must comply with "equal protection"

and "due process" requirements of the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United StateS Constitution and
with similar reouirements of state constitutions. ln
part, the Fourteenth Amendment reads as follows:"No state shall make or enforce any lawwhich shall
abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the
United States; nor shall any state deprive any per-
son life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law; nor deny to any person within any jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws."
The "equal protection" clause is responsible for the basic

concept of zoning. An ordinance that regulates each parcel of
land in a different manner would represent a flagrant violation
of this requirement. On the other hand, one that attempted to
apply the same regulations uniformly throughout the commu-
nity would ordinarily be unworkable. To my knowledge, there
are minor exceptions whereby very small communities have
been known to get along with only one zoning district, for
example, single family-residential.

Zoning is a compromise between the concept of treating
each parcel differently and the concept of complete uniform
treatment. lt groups similar or compatible uses into classes in
the text and similar properties into classes on the map. Al-
though regulations are different between classes or districts,
they are, in theory, uniform with any one district.

The zoning test (statement of purpose) reflects a concern
with constitutionality. lt usually begins with a preamble full of
generalities intended to justify what follows as having a "clear

and'reasonable relationship to the publics' health, safety, or
welfare." The statement of purpose is usually followed by sev-
eral pages of definitions of the terms used in the ordinance.
These definitions should be understood and studied carefully,
because some definitions are highly specialized, Persistence
may be needed in finding particular definitions. Along the way
in this report, I will define those frequently used definitions
found in most texts.

Special use permits allow conditional ap-
provals in situations where the public is al-
lowed to comment prior to approval.

signals by residences "subject to" a "nondefinite" and "un-
predictable" conditional use, with conditions and limitations
imoosed as the council sees fit.

For the zoning novice who tries to comprehend the
rationale underlying the myraids (indefinite number) of uses,
rights, and districts, the following cautions may be helpful:
1) A zoning ordinance is seldom based on a single

comprehensive set of goals, objectives, or
policies.

2) lt is common for a community contemplating a
new zoning ordinance, or an amendment to said
ordinance, to use language, standards, and con-
cepts found in the ordinances of other cornnluhr-
ties without always having a complete under-
standing of the rationale involved, For example, re-
cently, this past May, the city council for Sunrise,
Florida, revised its ordinance pertaining to
height restrictions of antennas, set backs-rear
and side yards, and maximum allowable
diameter antennas. Because of the pressures , I
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as well as local constituents in the satellite
business, imposed, we were able to make council
members aware of certain language standards,
and concepts that had already been established
in the city of Coral Gables;therefore, during
the council meeting, the City Attorney had made
reference to the standards previously set one
yearago in Miami, Florida.

3) In short, there is much in atypical zoning or-
dinance that is there because it is there, and arbi-
trary as it may be, it will remain there until either
adequate substitutes are found orthe arbitrary
provisions are deemed unnecessary.

Meeting With The Neighbors
Before we get involved in how to carefully prepare for a

successful hearing, few things are of greater help to one's
cause at a public hearing than support from neighboring prop-
erty owners. In many cases, the attitudes of neighbors are the
deciding factor. The dealer should inform his customer, or
maybe even assist him, to approach the neighbors well in ad-
vance of the hearing. A determined and well planned effort
should be made to explain the proposed installation and to
modify it to overcome their objections. The proposal should

contain brochures on the antenna (to overcome any aesthetic
objections), engineer drawing (to show antenna being safe
and structurally sound), and a property survey drawing to
show exactly where the antenna will be placed in relation to
the neighbor's view. Even if their approval cannot be obtained,
then perhaps their opposition can be blunted. lf they do have
strong objections, they may not even come to the public hear-
ing. The less opposition at the hearing the better!

Neighbors can be approached in several different ways; as
individuals, families, organized groups in formal meetings, or
as small informal groups. Each customer and/or dealer will
have to decide what approach or combination of approaches
to follow in a given situation. Regardless of the approach used,
one meeting is usually not enough. My suggestion is that the
customer and/or dealer should start their meetings far enough
in advance of the public hearing so that several repeated ses-
sions with the same group can be scheduled if necessary.

Remember, when meeting with neighbors, be candid and
honest. They have probably been subjected to numerous
other zoning battles. In this case, they may have good reason
to be skeptical of fancy architectural renderings and shady
promises. However unfair it.might seem, a dealer can suffer
because of the bad faith shown by previous dealers in the vi-
cinity. A dealer has no control over other dealers but he can
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Dealers must prepare themselves and their
customers for public hearings in advance;
dealers must be prepared to defend or side-
step problems created by other satellite retail-
ers in the community.

look out for his own reputation. Support or opposition by
neighbors in future satell i te dish zoning matters could well
hinge upon how well a dealer keeps the promises he makes.
Unrealistic oromises should not be made.All oromises should
be honored unless they can be renegotiated.

Scouting The Hearing
Prior to a hearing, a dealer and customer should be scout-

ing for information about the mechanics of the hearing. The
kind of information that a dealer/customer should be seeking
are the rules and procedures to be followed. Some of these
might be learned from asking local officials or attending an ac-
tual hearing. Besides the formal rules, there may be more in-
formal standards or customs that ought to be adhered to, if the
dealericustomer exoects to be successful. Procedures forvot-
ing, the time allotted for the dealer/customer presentation and
rebuttal arguments, and the weight given to the opinions of
nearby neighbors can vary from place to place. There is really
no adequate substitute for observing rules and procedures
than to attend an actual hearino.

Questions A Dealer Should Ask

1) Is voting done openly, or in executive session?

2) ls voting done immediately after each item or is all
voting put off until all applications have been heard?

3) How long do hearings generally last?

4) ls an item scheduled usually heard on time?
ls it not heard until several hours later?
What are the possibilities that it might be heard
earlier than scheduled?

5) lf chances of approval do not look good, can your
case be postponed orwithdrawn "without prej-
udice"?

6) lf this is not possible, then how long wil lyou have
to wait before reapplying?

7) Does the applicant ordinarily speak for them-
selves, or do they have professionals speak for
them? Which technique appears more effective?

Final Preparations For The Hearing

1 ) Make sure that you as the dealer expert can be present
and heard. Situation: Recently I was confronted-at a public
hearing along with my customer by the opposing party (cable
franchise). Because the council was not knowledgeable re-
garding satellite systems and the dish size necessary in south
Florida, the council was l iterally brainwashed by the cable

franchise that a 40 inch parabolic dish antenna was satisfac-
tory. By immediately recognizing their motives behind this
ludicrous recommendation, I was able to immediately jump on
the situation. Their intention was to recommend to the council
that a 40 inch dish would suffice, and then absurdly they rec-
ommended KU-band. By submitting to them factual data con-
cerning the nonfeasibil i ty of KU-band at this time and a written
endorsement from Mr. Bob Cooper of Coop's Satell i te Digest,
the decision was finalized in our favor.

2) Decide who is to say what. lf you are aware that misinfor-
mation about satell i te equipment has been spread throughout
the community or a council member has some technical know-
ledge receptive to your statements, bring along your best tech-
nician.

3) Rehearse the presentation so that it wil l be concise and
within the time limits.

4) Anticipate the questions and objections and decide how
they are to be answered.

The Dealer's Conduct At The Hearing

Because two public hearings might be necessary, one be-
fore the planning advisory board (commission) and the other
before the council, the dealer should avoid blowing all of his
ammunition on the first one. The dealer should always keep
something in reserve. Preparation for the hearing should be
thorough and the dealer should be able to approach it with
confidence. Showing confidence to all present can give the
dealer a psychological advantage. However, the dealer's con-
fidence should not come off as arrogance. A dealer's ap-
oroach should be one of ouiet forcefulness combined with

Y
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courtesy. The dealer should always keep in mind that his ap-
pearance at a particular hearing may not be the last one before
the same group of people. The dealer might f ind it necessary
to alienate some of his opposition in order to win, but he must
make sure it is absolutely necessary before doing so. Enemies
should not be made lightly. The dealer should begin the hear-
ing with an open-mind and a wil l ingness to compromise; this
does not necessarily mean that there must be compromise,
but the possibil i ty must be recognized.

The city had been literally'brainwashed' by
the cable TV people that a 40 inch dish was
sufficient for satellite TV reception.

Justity Your Position

In order to win a hearing, the dealer/customer has to do one
of three things;

1) Convince the hearing board that what is proposed is
harmless to the community.

2) Convince them that the proposal is so desirable to the
community that the public interest outweighs any negative ef-
fects.

3) Convince the board that a denial would deprive the resi-
dent of basic legal or constitutional rights.

Exactly how the dealer goes about making the above jus-

tifications will depend upon previous observations made from
scouting the hearing. Different boards wil l react in different
ways to similar arguments. The dealer's tactics should also
vary according to the strength of the opposition.

Enemies should not be made lightly;you
may be back before the same'body' in the
future. The dealer should have awillingnessto
compromise.

Constitutional Challenges

1) Substantive due process deals with the manner in which
decisions affecting a person's individual and property rights
are made, and with the reasonableness and fairness of the
regulations. lf there is l i tt le public gain from the regulafion com-
pared to the hardship imposed on the property owner, courts
wil l not allow the application of the regulation on the basis of
substantive due process. Example-According to the final
judgement made by the Eleventh Judicial Circuit Court, in
Dade County (Florida) one of the paragraphs comprising the
final decision, reads as follows; "The ordinance banning only
satell i te television antennas bear no substantial relationship to
the public health, safety, morals, or general welfare of the resi-
dents of the city of Coral Gables and its objectives as the ordi-
nance is unreasonable, arbitrary, capricious, and discrimina-

tory against owners of satellite television antennas."

2) A denial of equal protection may be argued when it can
be shown that the zoning ordinance discriminates between
property users without logical basis. In addition to the above
quoted paragraph, consider the following paragraph relative
to equal protection; "The court finds no debatable aesthetic or
other distinction between allowable antennas and satellite
dish antennas."

The purpose of the due process and equal protection

clauses in the Fourteenth Amendment of the US Constitution
is to shelter the cit izen against excessive or unfair government
power. Thus, any zoning ordinance that is arbitrary or capri-
cious may be a denial of due process or equal protection.

The purpose of the Fourteenth Amendment
to the Constitution is to protect a citizen from
abusive government power. Zoning ordi-
nances are often used selectively, in violation
of the Fourteenth Amendment.

All in all, because of the l imitations of a single written report,
I have tried to provide the dealer with the basic framework and
foundation for understanding the process of zoning. With
careful preparation and understanding of local procedures,
the dealer can make an effective and convincing presentation.
The dealer should be cautioned that each case is unique and
requires careful study and evaluation. Not allzonings are bad!

Because zoning is a product of your business, this report
has tried to focus on some of the unique characteristics and
bribery is not one of them!
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Industry

Merry Christmas, Happy New Year And The Sky ls Going Dark (Again)

The title of this article is partially in jest. Little more than two
weeks into 1986, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation,
Canada's national publicly financed television service gave
the satellite industry a belated Christmas present and New
Year's greeting. The CBC broadcast, a 2 minute and 1 second
segment on its nightly public affairs program, The Journal,
which sent immediate shock waves through the Canadian in-
dustry. Reminiscent of the 1985 Marketplace program which
drew outcries of "unfair" from virtually everyone involved with
Canadian satellite systems, the new CBC piece concluded
with words even more ominous than "the skies will go dark."
This time the commentator said: "ln other words if you've
bought a dish for a free ride on pay-TV, you now own the
world's most expensive upright ashtray."

The news item reviewed HBO/Cinemax's commencement
of full-t ime scrambling on January 1Sth. Here's exactly what
was said:

Transcript Of The Journal Diary (Wed.) Jan. 15, 1986.
Bill Cameron (host): "Journal Dairy--January 1Sth. lf you

tuned your home satellite dish to the American pay-TV service
Home Box Office tonight, you probably noticed that HBO's sig-
nal tuned to chicken noodle soup.

For months now, HBO and another American entertain-
ment channel, Cinemax, has been scrambling parts of their
signals. Now the scrambling is complete, 24 hours a day. More
satell i te channels wil l follow.

Virtually all the American superstations, all-news signals,
children's channels, movies, sports, variety, even the Playboy
girly shows, all will be scrambled by the end of the year.

One and a half million private dishes in the US, maybe
200,000 in homes, bars, and hotels, wil l encounteronce again
the fact that there is no such thing as a free lunch and if you are
thinking of turning your dish to Canadian pay-TV jnstead, do it
fast, Fred Klinkhammer, head of First Choice, says his chan-
nel will be scrambled by next year."

Klinkhammer (President of First Choice Pay-TV Network):
"lt's a loss to those people who have been pirating that signal

Cqnddiqn
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by Mark L. Lewis

to date because they have been receiving the programming
that HBO and myself pay for without paying anyone for it.
They've been stealing it."

Cameron (program host): "The people who make and sell
satellite dishes in Canada are paying close attention. Tekana
Industries in Calgary makes and sells 450 dishes a month.
President Greg Maclennan says that the initial scrambling
may hurt a little."

Maclennan: "ln some cases it may be possible that it may
decrease the attraction. We don't believe that it will stifle the
market."

Cameron: "There is some hope for people who live beyond
the reach of cable, maybe a million Canadians and the others
who want to keep watching pay-TV on their dishes. They will
be able to rent decoders from Canadian pay-TV operators or
their agents, but these decoders won't be cheap and they
probably won't work for most American signals. In other
words, if you've bought a dish for a free ride on pay-TV, you
now own the world's most expensive upright ashtray."

The Canadian Industry Response:
The reaction from the home satellite industry was swift.

The Executive Board of the Satellite Communications Associ-
ation of Canada (SCAC) had a scheduled meeting on the fol-
lowing evening. Although none of the board members had
seen or heard The Journal broadcast, all had received many
phone calls during the day following the broadcast. lt was a-
greed that a response should be drafted on behalf on the As-
sociation and a demand should be made for time to rebut the
allegations contained on the broadcast.

On Friday evening (January 17th) just 48 hours after the
broadcast, the SCAC board had a trans-Canada conference
call. With participants separated by more than 3,000 miles, it
was a heated phone conference. The majority of Board mem-
bers voted to purchase a 7z page advertisement in the Globe &
Mail, Canada's national newspaper. A committee was desig-
nated to write the advertising copy. lt was agreed that if ever
there was a call to arms, this should be the call.
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lf This Story Sounds Familiar...Please Stop Me
SCAC was formed after the Las Vegas SPACE/STTI Show

in 1985. Many of its growing pains have been attributed to
dealer complacency. The event which triggered formation of
the SCAC, you'll remember was the "Skies are going dark"
segment of the CBC program, Marketplace, where smiling Ed
Horowitz of Home Box Office literally forecast the demise of
private home satellite systems.

Unfortunately for SCAC, after a 60 or 90 slump, (caused by
the Marketplace broadcast) business began to recover for
many dealers, distributors, and manufacturers. Checks which
were ' in the mail '  failed to arrive. Here are some of the high-
lights of the SCAC written response to CBC's Journal.

Highlights of SCAC Response To CBC Journal Diary
"The Journal Diary piece we submitted, was inaccurate on

a number of counts; the broadcast of incorrect statements by
CBC is likely to cause harm to the Canadian satellite com-
munications industry, and the broadcast is likely to erode con-
sumer confidence in the products manufactured, distributed,
and sold by SCAC members."

Mr. Cameron stated: "Virtually all the American supersta-
tions, all-news signals, children's channels, movies, sports,
variety, even the Playboy girly shows, all will be scrambled by
the end of the year."

Webster's Dictionary defines 'virtually'to be an adjective
meaning "being in essence or in effect though not formally rec-
ognized or admitted."

The reasonable viewer would get the impression that in ef-
fect all programming services on satellite consisting of sports,
variety, adult entertainment, movies, news, and children's
programming will be scrambled by the end of the year.

That is simply not the case. The evidence indicates that the
majority of services now found on satellite will not scramble in
1986; a predominance of services have not, as yet, adopted
scrambling plans.

Furthermore, although a number of satellite programmers
have announced an intention to scramble in 1986, the majority
of those services have not ordered encoding and decoding
equipment for their cable affiliates. Given the normal 'lead-

time' of the US manufacturing industry, it may be difficult if not
impossible to achieve scrambling in 1986 by many of the ser-
vices which have announced scrambling plans. There are
other impediments which make scrambling of many popular
US services either impractical or totally in doubt.

Specifically, Mr. Cameron stated that "viftually all the
American superstations will be scrambled by the end of the
year."

Although a number of US common carriers which distribute
broadcast television stations originating in New York,
Chicago, Dallas, and Atlanta have announced an intention to
encode their signals, the US Copyright Law of 1976 precludes
scrambling and resale of the signals to cable or to the general
public. The common carriers wil l require legislation exempting
the superstations from the provisions of the US Copyright Law
in ord,er to implement scrambling. The Amendment to the
Copyright Law is neither assured nor is it likely to be com-
pleted in 1986, if at all.

The scrambling of many services is a very volatile issue in
the United States. The Journal represented that scrambling of

virtually all services is a fait accomplit. Furthermore, with the
threat of scrambling, what are known as basic services in the
US, (i.e. nonpremium broadcast and advertiser-supported
services) a number of US legislators have called for public
hearings in 1986 to review the public policy issues of scram-
bling nonpremium services. Those hearings are l ikely to con-
vene by this spring and it is possible that US legislators will rule
against scrambling some basic services. The Journal failed to
report these important facts about scrambling.

The Journal also stated that "Virtually all the sports will be
scrambled by the end of 1986."

We take issue with the accuracy of that statement. As of
this date, only two American programmers which telecast a
predominance of sports programming have announced plans

to encode their signals, ESPN and USA Network. In the case
of the latter service, no firm arrangements are in place for en-
cryption equipment.

As of this date, at least eight major sports channels have
not announced any scrambling plans. These services include
Home Team Sports, Pro Am Sports (PASS), Prime Ticket,
The Meadows Racing Network, Home Sports Entertainment
Dallas & Fort Worth (2 channels), New England Sports Net-
work, and Madison Square Gardens Network.

These services provide much more sports programming
than ESPN and USA Network. In fact, ESPN and USA will be
missed by very few home satellite owners, as these services
only broadcast a meager amount of professional major
league sports. The eight aforementioned services are essen-
tially dedicated to the broadcast of major league sporting
EVENIS.

Add to those services, the dozens of occasional feeds of'
sports programming beamed primarily to regional cable and
independent television stations. On an average night, a home
satellite owner might find more than a dozen feeds of profes-
sional sports. In spring and fall on any evening, there are
numerous professional baseball, hockey, basketball, and
football games to be found on satellite transponders.

TSN, the Canadian sports service, has not yet unveiled ac-
tual plans to scramble in 1 986 nor has it ordered the necessary
equipment. lt is likely that Canadian home satellite owners will
enjoy another season of Expo and Blue Jay baseball games,
in unscrambled form. With so many professional sports chan-
nels and occasional feeds, it is possible to follow the Toronto
Blue Jays across North America. ln 1986, home satellite own-
ers will probably have access to at least half of the Jays' home
and away games, dozens of which will not be televised by
Canadian broadcasters or TSN.

Mr. Cameron's statements concerning sports program-
ming are indefensible given the evidence that virtually all
major league sports programming, thousands of hours of it,
will not be scrambled in 1986 or the forseeable future. What is
more, at least one channel openly encourages and invites
home satellite owners to tune to its broadcasts.

The statements relating to movie channels were also inac-
curate. To date, several movie services have not announced
scrambling plans for 1986 or the future. These include Amer-
ican Classics, The Nostalgia Channel, and Home Theatre
Network (HTN). In an article published recently in Broadcast-
ing, a spokesman for HTN confirmed that the movie channel is
unlikely to encrypt its signal. SelecTV, another popular movie-
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based service has announced that it will be "the last general
interest movie channel to scramble." lts owners olan to
capitalize on the lact that as the last service to scramble, satel-
lite system owners will choose SelecTV ahead of other (al-
ready) encrypted services. SelecTV also plans to otfer its ser-
vice to satell i te system owners at a cost significantly lower
than that charged by HBO.

As for variety programming, Bravo and the Public Broad-
casting Service have not committed to scramble. The latter
service receives public funding. Recently, Senator Barry
Goldwater and other US politicians called upon PBS to place a
moritorium on encryption. For mill ions of Americans, PBS is
not available by means of off-air broadcast stations. The only
means of delivery for millions of people is by means of satellite
TV. As PBS is publicly funded, US legislators believe that its
programming should be available to all Americans in unen-
crypted form and the method of delivery to the home is of little
importance.

To the best of our knowledge, other services which include
a variety of programming have no intention of scrambling.
These include the House of Commons, Home Shopping Net-
work, Country Music Television, Hit Video USA (music vid-
eos), more than 10 religious channels of various denomina-
tions, and the CBC. Incidentally, many of the religious chan-
nels provide excellent nonsecular children's programming.
PBS also schedules more than 30 hours a week of high-quality
commercial-f ree children's programming.

The Journal also reported that "Playboy girly shows" would
also fall victim to the encryption in 1986. Many viewers might
actually applaud the loss of that service. Nevertheless, for the
record, there is a nightly service which transmits adult pro-
gramming, specifically to home satellite owners. The service is
known as American Extasy and it is supported by advertising.
Last week, American Extasy confirmed that they will not en-
code their service in 1986, and have no plans to encode in the
future. For the rbcord, American Extasy will offer a "XXX" ser-
vice to Canadian viewers which will be encoded. Apparently
there is a market demand for this service, and the service of-
fered by the Fantasy Unrestricted Network is also available to
Canadian home satellite owners who wish to subscribe.

With respect to the comments offered by Mr. Klinkhammer,
he stated: "lt's a loss to those people who have been pirating
that signal to date because they have been receiving the prog-
ramming that HBO and myself pay for without paying anyone
for it. They've been stealing it."

lf Mr. Kilnkhammer was referring to private individuals tun-
ing to HBO in their own homes, Mr. Klinkhammer's statements
are not totally correct. US Communications Law explicitly
states that interception of an unencoded satellite signal by pri-
vate satell i te antenna owners, without commercial gain, is not
theft. In fact, HBO/C|nemax published an advertisement enti-
tled "An Open Letterto Owners of Home Satellite Systems." In
that advertisement HBO explicitly states their reasons for
scrambling:

"An increasing number of commercial enterprises-includ-
ing hotels, motels, bars, and apartment buildings are picking
up our signals without permission and without charge."

HBO/Cinemax also states:
"At HBO, we are careful to distinguish between the legitimate
reception of our signals by individual satellite system owners

and theft by commercial establishments who may be profiting
from our signal."

To use HBO's own words, reception by individual home
satellite owners is "legitimate reception." private owners have
not, to use Mr. Klinkhammer's words ,,been stealing it."

Mr. Cameron or Mr. Klinkhammer may submit that this is a
matter of semantics. Nevertheless, it is an important point in
law. We believe that it was improper for Mr. Klinkhammer to
make the allegation, and for CBC to broadcast the allegation
that more than 150,000 law-abiding Canadians have been en-
gaged in "stealing" signals. Once again, satellite TVRO repre-
sents a number of complex legal and economic issues, and
the issue demands proper treatment, rather than glib insults
and name call ing.

Proper investigation by the CBC would have revealed that
FirsVChoice and Home Box Office (until recently) did not
negotiate home satellite rights for most of the films and feature
programming which they transmit. lt is also a matter of record
that many private satellite owners tried to reimburse HBO for
the use of their signals in the past, and HBO would not accept
money from those private owners, primarily because they did
not acquire the rights to sellthe programming.Hence, Mr. Klink-
hammer's contention that private satellite owners have been
stealing from HBO is not justif ied.

With the commencement of scrambling, HBO has
negotiated the right to resell to private owners. SCAC believes
people should pay for subscription services where marketing
plans are in place. However, SCAC also believes that en-
coded services should be sold to satellite owners at fair market
value.

As for commercial exploitation, we concur that commercial
exploitation by hotels, motels, and other venues where there is
public exhibit ion is a different matter. SCAC does not condone
il legal commercial distribution of copyright materials.

Mr. Cameron made erroneous statements concerning the
availability of encoded signals. He said: "They will be able to
rent decoders from Canadian pay-TV operators or their
agents, but these decoders won't be cheap and they probably
won't work for most American signals."

Again, Mr. Cameron may argue that it is a matter of seman-
tics. Our research indicates that the cost of buying a decoder,
outright, in most cases should not exceed 21o/aotlhe average
installed cost of a satellite system. Obviously, an expenditure
of $600 is not inexpensive, but given the immense variety of
unscrambled programming which can be received by a sys-
tem, plus additional premium programming which may be
available through the use of a decoder, SCAC believes that
home satellite systems will remain the most attractive and
cost- effective way of delivering high-quality programming to
hundreds of thousands of Canadians who live in remote and
underserved areas.

One must remember that the majority of home satellite
owners live in areas which receive fewer than three broadcast
services. A majority of these homes will never have alternative
sources of programming or alternative delivery sysrems.

Although HBO/Cinemax are the first general_interest
movie services to encrypt their signals, there is ample evi_
dence to indicate that in the United States resale packagers
will provide scrambled services at a reasonable price. The
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January 13, 1986 edition of Business Week Magazine re-
vealed that TCI of Denver (a major multisystem cable
operator) wil l sell a package of 17 encoded signals for under
$29 per month to home satellite owners. This represents a
price fully competitive with TCI's cable prices. Furthermore,
TCI will lease the decoder for $6 per month. The TCI market-
ing strategy, we believe, is representative of the marketing
plans of other distributors. One can hardly argue that a $6 per
month decoder rental is overly expensive in view of the fact
that Canadian cable subscribers pay (on average) over $5 per
month for decoder rental to access the premium pay television
programming. Therefore, Mr. Cameron's comments concern-
ing decoders were without basis.

The Journal also failed to disclose that Canadian Satell i te
Communications lnc. (CANCOM) also markets a package of
eight encoded signals consisting of first-run network and inde-
pendent programming. We understand that CANCOM mar-
kets its package for under $20 per month inclusive of decoder
rental. In the opinion of SCAC, this pricing is not excessive.
Furthermore, the response of home satellite dealers and own-
ers to the CANCOM service has been very positive. We be-
lieve that The Journal should have informed viewers that this
package of services is available at a modest cost. Obviously,
the perspective buyer received only the worst case scenario
f rom The Journal rather than the truth that f irst-quality services
are available and wil l continue to be available to Canadian
home satellite owners either at no cost, or at a reasonable cost
in the case of some premium services.

Lastly, we wish to deal with Mr. Cameron's closing com-
ment: "ln other words, if you've bought a dish for a free ride on
pay-TV you now own the world's most expensive upright
ashtray." We can only characterize these words as inflamma-
tory and hardly responsible journalism. Mr. Cameron might
argue on his behalf that with the impending scrambling of
other services, he is entit led to his opinion. Nevertheless, his
prediction concerning the usefulness of satellite systems was
unfounded, given the facts. Further, if Mr. Cameron's response
is that other movie (pay-TV) services are certain to scramble,
we submit that in l ight of the evidence concerning other movie-
based services cited above, his prediction was premature.

It should be noted, that even if all of those video services
presently committed to scrambling carry out their threats,
most home satellite owners will be left with more than 50 regu-
larly scheduled services, plus more than three dozen radio
services including the CBC stereo networks. Many radio pro-
grammers openly encourage home satellite owners to enjoy
their broadcasts.

In our society, there are laws which prevent people from
capriciously yelling "fire" in crowded movie theaters. Mr.
Cameron's comments went far beyond the bounds of accu-
rate, responsible, or balanced journalism or fairness.

Mr. Cameron may wish to reply that his "jotrrnalistic judge-
ment" deemed that a "tightly scripted and tightly edited" two
minute segment was sufficient to deal with a complex and vol-
ati le eponomic and legal issue. Mr. Cameron might also reply
that time constraints of network television precluded the
broadcast of a segment with "more depth" or that TherJournal
sought out and broadcast a balanced viewpoint with the com-
ments of Mr. Maclennan, the Alberta satellite antenna manufac-

turer. We suggest that any of the above responses would be
only i l lusory. Furthermore, Mr. Maclennan may not have been
aware of many of the issues, nor of the inaccurate statements
which were to be broadcast on the telecast by Mr. Cameron
and Mr. Klinkhammer. Clearly, this was not a case where a
satellite industry spokesman was in a position to respond on-
air and in a timely fashion to the serious allegations against the
satellite industry."

The letter to CBC was signed by Sam Singer, Chairman of
the Satellite Communications Association of Canada, Singer
also said in the letter:

"l was contacted by Daniel Swartz, of the Journal at ap-
proximately 5:15 pm on Wednesday, January 15, 1986. At the
time, I was conducting a business meeting at my solicitors'of-
fice. Given the Association's concern for obtaining fair treat-
ment by the press, I agreed to adjourn my meeting and to be
interviewed over the telephone. The interview lasted approxi-
mately 30 minutes, during which time, I provided a number of
statistics taken from a recent presentation to the Caplan/
Sauwageau Task Force. I also emphasized the importance of
the "basic services" to the majority of home satellite owners
who live in rural areas. I pointed out that viewing of premium
movie services such as HBO constitute only a small portion of
the TV viewing diets of home satellite owners, and the fact that
the scrambling issue has been faced 'head-on' by the satel-
lite industry. None of my comments appearto have been used
in The Journal Digest which was broadcast. I was personally
shocked that the entire response of the satellite industry was
summed up in one sentence, in an interview which was evi-
dentially highly edited.

It appears to us that the CBC had an axe to grind.

More than 4,200 people in Canada owe their l ivelihood to
the satellite television industry through manufacturing, distri-
bution, and sales. All of these people pay taxes and make a
positive contribution to the Canadian economy. Many Cana-
dian companies have made a major investment in this technol-
ogy and Canada is a leader in the design and manufacture of
satell i te high technology.

SCAC respectfully submits that The Journal would not
'write off' the entire Canadian aerospace industry or segments
of the pharmaceutical or agricultural industries in a biased two
minute segment. We submit that The Journal owed the Cana-
dian oublic a better researched. balanced. and unbiased
broadcast.

Accordingly the Satellite Communications Association of
Canada seeks an opportunity to rebut the untrue and inaccu-
rate statements which were broadcast on The Journal.

We request a response in writing to this letter outlining the
proposed method of redress not later than the close of busi-
ness on January 30, 1986. Failure to respond promptly wil l re-
sult in a complaint to the CRTC pursuant to its Rules of Proce-
dure under the Broadcasting Act as well as pursuit of other
legal redress."

At the time this article was written, there had been no offi-
cial response from the CBC. We have learned that the CBC
has received telegrams complaining of the broadcast from
other dealers and distributors, some of whom are not mem-
bers of SCAC.
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, .ENOUGH IS ENOUGH''

scAcw
A message from S.C.A.C.

The Satellite Communications Association Of Canada.
Did you know there are 1 50,000 satel l i te systems now operat ing in Canada, and growing at the rale of 50,OOO per year?

To manufacture, sel l  and instal l  these systems employs 4,200 Canadians. This is equivalent to a large Canadian
corporat ion. Other large corporat ions enjoy government subsidies and loans. The satel l i te industry has grown
cont inuously despite government hindrance and negat ive publ ic i ty.

On January 1 5th, 1 986 two US movie channels scrambled. This prompted the CBC news progfam The Journal 
'  
to tel l

Canadians their  dish is now The most expensive upright ashtray in the world.  
'

Last year the CBC program Marketplace ' told 
Canadians that The Skies Are Going Dark. 

'

The effect of  this balalant i r responsible journal ism is an apprehensive publ ic,  reduced sales and lhe loss ot jobs in every
smal l  community across Canada.

There are st i l l  1 03 unscrambled channels avai lable and this wi l l  grow in the future. There wi l l  a lways be more
unscrambled seryices avai lable than those that choose lo scramble.

Satel l i te TV is the enlertainment medium ot the future'-  Movies, Sports,  var iety,  arts,  rock videos, news, slereo music
and special  interest channels from al l  over lhe world are now broadcast trom 2O satel l l tes. Many scrambled channels
wi l l  be offered to home satel l i te system owners by the purchase or rental  or a decoder plus a monthly service charge.

SCAC is working with programmers and government to ensure lhat scrambled services are avai lable lo home TVRO
users at a reasonable cost under fair  market condi l ions-

Rather than The skies are going dark, the Sky lsThe Limit '  wi th Satei l i te TV!

For further information on SCAC w.i te P.O. Box 1 60, Slat ion O, Toronto, Ontar io,  M6E 4y5.

Call (41 6) 458-0036 or (41 6) 878-8181 .

The Newspaper Advertisement Sponsored By SCAC

A message from SCAC, The Satell i te Communications As-
sociation of Canada.

Did you know there are 150,000 satellite systems now
operating in Canada, and growing at the rate of 50,000 per
year?

To manufacture, sell, and install these systems employs
4,200 Canadians. This is equivalent to a large Canadian cor-
poration. Other large corporations enjoy government sub-
sidies and loans. The satellite industry has grown continu-
ously despite government hindrance and negative publicity.

On January 15, 1986, two US movie channels scrambled.
This prompted the CBC news program "The Journal" to tell
Canadians their dish is not "The most expensive upright
ashtray in the world." Last year, the CBC program "Mar-

ketplace" told Canadians that "The Skies Are Going Dark."
The effect of this blatant, irresponsible journalism, is an ap-

prehensive public, reduced sales, and the loss of jobs in every
small community across Canada.

There are sti l l  103 unscrambled channels available and
this wil l grow in the future. There wil l always be more unscram-
bled services available than those that choose to scramble.

Satellite TV is the entertainment medium of the future-
movies, sports, variety, arts, rock videos, news, stereo music,
and special interest channels from all over the world are now
broadcast from 20 satell i tes. Many scrambled channels wil l be
offered to home satellite system owners by the purchase or
rental of a decoder plus a monthly service charge.

SCAC is working with programmers and government to in-
sure that scrambled services are made available to home

satellite users at a reasonable cost under fair market condi-
tions.

Rather than "The skies are going dark," the "Sky ls The
Limit" with satell i te TV!

For further information on SCAC write P.O. Box 160 Sta-
tion O, Toronto, Ontario, MOE 4Y5 or call (416) 458-0036 or
(416 )  878 -8181 .

Canada's Problems Are Much Different
Perhaps for once and for all, Canadians and foreigners

doing business in Canadawill realizethatthe broadcast media
in this country are foes of home satellite systems. Further-
more, many of the outstanding legal questions concerning ac-
cess of US signals in Canada wil l make the job of sell ing en-
coded signals doubly difficult in Canada. Add to that, the pro-
posed marketing scheme of a KU-band package of signals (in-
compatible with a majority of home satellite systems) and one
can appreciate the job which has to be undertaken if the satel-
lite industry is to flourish in Canada.

Certainly in the United States it may become a defacto M/A-
Com world with common decoders and a number of pack-
agers wil l ing to sell to consumers in a competit ive environ-
ment. Once across the border however, everything is differ-
ent. HBO and others simply refuse to sell up here because
they themselves have not acquired many of the program
rights, and CANCOM is using noncompatible scrambling
technology for its C-band direct package. This year has
started off with an unpleasant surprise for the satellite indus-
try. The Journal Diary amounted to no less than a two minute
negative prime-time advertisement. lt may also have been
that callto arms which wil l awaken a complacent and sleeping
industry before it is too late.
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Roots of TVROiPT 19

SUPERPROFITS FOR
15 I\ETWORKOWNEDANT)

OPERATED STATIONS
SOME INVESTMENT

In 1951 during allocation hearings
which the FCC was holding at the
time, witnesses for CBS and NBC ap-
peared to make their feelings known as
to how the Commission should handle
the pending allocations table.

Not surprisingly, CBS and NBC
were concerned that the Commission
allocate sufficient new VHF chonnels
so that they (individually) might have
a crack at VHF affiliates in each of the
marketing regions in the country.

However, CBS had onother'are to
grind also. CBS was worried about
their inferior position, at the time, to
the NBC folks. It seems that NBC had
been careful about putting stations on
the air (i.e. building their oun stations,
owned and operated by the network
itself) prior to the freeze. NBC put
WNBT (New York) on the air in JulY of
1941; WRC-TV (Washington) on the
air in June of 1947; WKYC-TV (Cleve-
land) on the air in October of 1948; and
KNBC (Los Angeles) and WMAQ (Chi-
cago) on the air in JanuarY of 1949.
This gave NBC owned-and-oPerated
outlets in markets 1, 2,3, 8 and 9. At
that time, 1951, CBS had WCBS-TV
(New York), put on the air by CBS in
July 1941; KNXT (Los Angeles), which
they had purchased as KTSL from the
estate of Thomas S. Lee (Don Lee Net-
work) for $3,600,000 in December of
1950; and 450/o of WOIC (now WTOP,
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Washington), for which they had paid
$630,000 in 1950.

Clearly, NBC had CBS outnum-
bered, and CBS was concerned about
it. So CBS told the FCC:

"The allocations program planned will
make it very difficult for CBS to operate a
network effectively, because CBS lacks
owned-and-operated stations in key maior
markets." CBS did not want UHF owned-and-
operated stations because (they noted) "for a
considerable period, perhaps five years, a
commereial UHF station cannot compete on
anything like an equal basis with a commer'
cial VHF station in the s&me community. . .".
What they wanted were owned-and-operated
VHF stations, and the carrot was "effective

network programming." The inference in the
CBS petition was that a network must have
owned-and-operated outlets in those cities
where "TV programming originated," or it
would not be a viable television network.

At that time, before the AT&T
transcontinental microwave hookup
was completed (September 1951), net-
works depended upon (1) kinescope re-
cordings (essentially a fast film pro-
cess) and, (2) live inter-connection; in
that order. Virtually all network pro-
grams were kinescoped, but delays in
reproduction and transit caused a one-
week delay at best. The Christmas
Texaco Star Theatre, for example,
seen live on the NBC network in the
East and through the Great Lakes,
was not shown until the week after



-
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Christmas in the Southwest, Mountain
States or on the West Coast.

Specifically, CBS wanted owned-
and-operated assignments in San Fran-
cisco, Boston, and Chicago. They urged
the Commission to expand VHF as-
signments for San Francisco by adding
channel 13 (then and currently as-
signed to Stockton [Sacramento]), for
Chicago by adding channel 11 (which
the Commission later did, reserving it
for ETV), and for Boston by adding
channels 9 and 13 (9later went to Man-
chester, N.H. and 13 to Portland, Me.).

The owned-and-operated argument,
if it u;as reallA ualid in 1951, is subject
to serious question todag.-.When tele-
vision was young, live studio presenta-
tions (without retakes) were a very im-
portant part of the programming pro-
cedure. And not all talent was concen-
trated in New York. Mo,rrA network
shows originated in Chieago (Garro-
way At Large, Kukla/Fran and Ollie,
Mr. Wizard, etc.) and shortly there-
after when the transcontinental link
was completed, in Los Angeles. CBS
maA haue been, at the time, at a disad-
vantage.

And it was not only natural but rea-
sonable that the network flagship sta-
tions, located in New York (for exam-
ple), did double duty as loeal outlets
and as centers for network program
produetions. In a word, networking in
those days amounted to a large extent
to inter-connecting stations outside of
the coverage area of the New York
City stations with the New York sta-
tion, so that programs produced by
and for New York gained added net-
work exposure. Today, New York is
merely the big apple market; its im-
portance as a network origination
point has become largely that of hous-

ing the elaborate news program de-
partments. And today, unlike 1951, the
network operations are distinctly dif-
ferent (and separate) from the owned-
and-operated station facilities.

In fact, there is very little justifica-
tion f.or the continuation of network-
owned-and-operated stations in major
markets. Apparently the networks
themselves are aware of this, as we
shall shortly see.

Networks in 1951 were inseparable
from the flagship stations. Networks in
1975 could (and do) get along just fine
without their flaEship operations. If
WCBS in New York was suddenly not
available for any local service, the bal-
ance of the CBS affiliates would not
even be aware of the demise of WCBS.
Any mechanical-electronic inter-ties
between WCBS and the CBS television
network are for conuenience only in
1975; they are not required for suc-
cessful network operation.

The networks can, of course, be ex-
pected to dispute this statement. Theg
haue good reasons to; 102.8 mill:i,on rea-
sons to be eract (1973).

E c o n o m ' i , c s o f O & O

In 1973, the last complete year for
which the FCC has released financial
data, the 15 network-owned-and-opera-
ted stations earned a net profit (before
taxes) of $102,800,000. If you divide
that sum by the 15 owned-and-opera-
ted stations, you find that they aver-
aged $6,853,333 each in 1973. That is
net profif, before taxes, each.

Now just for comparis on, 47 4 VHF
stations had an average net profit, be-
fore taxes, of $973,211 for 1973. That is
not exactly something to sneeze at, but
it is only 19.80/o of $6,853,333. Clearly,
the 15 ouned-und-operated properties

r-
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HOW O & O PROPERTIES DEVELOPED

NBC

(1) Put WNBC-TV tas WNBT) on air on channel 4, New York, in July 1941;
Q\ Put WRC-TV (as WNBW) on air on channel 4, Washington, in June 1947;
(3) Put WKYC-TV (as WNBK) on air on channel 3, Cleveland, in October 1948;
(4) Put KNBC-TV (as KNBH) on air on channel 4 in Los Angeles, in January 1949;
(b) Put WMAQ-TV (as WNBQ) on air on channel 5 in Chicago, in January 1949;
(6) Bought WKNB-TV (with AM) for $1,006,000 in Hartford, Ct. (channel 30) in
December 1956, operated as WNBC-TV until September 1959, sold TV and companion
AM property for $1,044,000.

CBS

(1) Put WCBS-TV on air on channel 2, New York, in July 1941;
(2) Participated as 49olo owner in KTTV, channel 11, Los Angeles, when station went
on air in January 1949, later sold off 49olo interest for $200,900 in December 1950 when
CBS purchased 100o/o of KTSL (KNXT), channel 2, Los Angeles, from estate of thomas
S. Lee for $3,600,000;
(3) Purchased 45o/o of. WOIC, channel 9, Washington, in 1950 for $630,000, later sold
45olo interest in 1954 for $3,000,000 (*);
(4) Purchased WBKB-TV (now WBBM) for $6,000,000 in February 1953, channel 2,
Chicago;
(5) Purchased WOKY-TV, channel 18, Milwaukee, in October 1954 for $350,000, in
1955 bought physical plant of dark (off air) WCAN-25, Milwaukee, for $650,000, but took
channel 18 off air in 1959 and sold dark station for $50,000;
(6) Purchased WGIH-TV, channel 18, Hartford, Ct., for $650,000 in 1956, operated as
WHCT until 1959, when it took station off the air (i.e. went dark), eventually selling
plant and CP for $250,000;
(Zl Was successful applicant for channel 11, St. Louis, but purchased KWK-TV (chan-
nel4, St. Louis) for $2,500,000 before putting channel 11 on the air. Disposed of channel
11 CP to combination of two unsuccessful litigants for application in return for both
applicants' dropping pending suits against CBS, contesting initial award to CBS;
(8f Purchased WCAU-TV, channel 10, Philadelphia, for $20,000,000 in July 1958, as
package that included WCAU radio.

ABC

The basic ABC O & O properties came from the holdings of the American Broadcast-
ing Company and United Paramount Theatres Corporation in a merger approved by the
FCC in 1953.
(1) WABC-TV, ehannel ?, New York; (2) WXYZ-TV, channel 7, Detroit; (3) WLS-
TV, channel T, Chicago; (4) KABC-TV, channel 7, Los Angeles; (5) KGO-TV, channel
7. San Francisco.

are plntinum-plnted gold, m'ines.
Now the actual earnings of each of

the 15 O & O stations is not public
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information. If we happened to have
some of that data and Published it
here, we would most probably (1)'get
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sued, (2) get anybody who might possi-
bly hand us such data in a great deal of
hot water. So when you set out to ana-
lyze such figures, you have to do so'in
'waAS which carr onIA be done from pub-
licly available data. And here we go:

(1)  Netu;orkO&O stat ions oper-
ate in Neut York (ABC, CBS,
NBC), Chicago (ABC, CBS,
NBC), Los Angel,es (ABC, CBS,
NBC), Washington (NBC),
Cl,euelnnd (NBC), St. Louis
(CBS), Philndelph?o (CBS), San
Francisco (ABC) and Detroit
(ABC);

(2) In those nine markets, there
are 64 commercial stations op-
erating;

(3) The total net revenues (after
expenses but before taxes) for
those 64 stations, in 1973, was
$169,264,900;

10.525 GHz
Microwave System

The Westplex portable microwave system is a budget
priced FM l ink operating at 10.525 GHz. The system is cap-
able of transmitt ing NTSC color video, plus an audio chan-
nel and an optional duplex phase or datal ine. 40 miles are
real lst ic using an optronal 2 f t  dish at each unit.  Other op-
t ions include a remote RF head, AC/DC operation, 35 mw
or 50 mw output.

The Westplex system is ideal where a cable ink is im-
practlcal,  such as across roadways, waterways and where
t rench ing  or  cab e  ines  are  no t  feas ib le .

ADVANTAGES:
FM superhetrodyne des gn
Sectlonal des gn for easy servlce
Full  color NTSC compatible
Extremely sjmple to operate
Duplex phone, data, or control I  ne
Low cost and extremely versatile
Ful l  metering
Systems from $2500.

WEST, INC.
1741 Cedardale Rd.
Mt. Vernon, WA9g247

(206) 428-2810

THE HIDDEN SIGNATS ON SATETTITE TU..THE SECRET SIGNATS ON THE BIRDS''

I Stereo Subcarriers
t Telephone Channels
t World News Seruices
I Audio subcarriers
I Teleprinter News - Press
I Commodity News Services
r Radio channels - Networks

r Stock Market Reports
r Teletext UBI)
I All Single Channel Per Carrier

Seruices (SCPC)
r Muf tiplex Data channets

Plus Many Other "Hidden
Seruices"

A Technical Book Covering the Reception of:

NEW "SECRET SIGNALS'' BOOK
A complete work covering the Hidden Services, the svstems, the equipment,
how these services are used, how these services can be utilized, what thev
mean to ourfield. This book for information use onlv. Not to be used forthe
reception of unauthorized signals or pav services.

visa and Mastercard wetcome $1 4.9$ o,r, s1.7s for shippins & handtins.
CSD READER SERVICE, PO Bor' t l fr858

Forl loudcrdoic, Ft .].l.ill :)t'f iil1 l')l,i')a
Dealer Inquifies InvitedDealer Member

rrSFntrE
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(4) And all 64 stations (including
the 15 O & O stations) averaged
$2,644,764 each;

(5) Yet 15 of the (64) stations
earned $102,800,000 (before
taxes), or $6,853,333 average.

So even u/ithin their markets, the O
& O outlets managed to earn 259o/o
rnore than their market counterparts.
As Table 2 shows, in every market the
networks operate O & O outlets, the
auerage'income of the tb O & O outlets
is far rnore than the average income
within that market; and that includes
the Big Apple.

Now $102,800,000 is a fair anount of
change, especinllA uhen it is net profit.
That is not the equivalent of the profit
on 1,710,333 CATV homes, but the
gross reuenue of that number of CATV
homes!

And remember this has nothing to
do with ABC/CBS/NBC network oper-
ations. This is for the 15 O & O stations
onlA. (The networks returned a net
profit before taxes of $184,800,000 in
1973; an auerage of. $61,600,000 each.)

Now how does one justify that type
of return? You might suggest that
these O & O stations have huge invest-
ments and they are merely paying off
their debt. OK, let's try that one on for
size:

The deprecinted'inaestment in
tangibl,e, broadcast propertA for
the 15 O & O statinns in 1973
'was $33,200,000 (average of
$2,213,333 per station); thus
the return on deprecinted in-
uestment uas 309.7o/o in 1973
alnne!

This series re-visits the history oi terrestrial/broadcast television,
from the perspective of the 70's "ultimate technology," cable TV. This
series first appeared in CATJ magazine in 1975, and its publication
forced many changes in FCC policy via-a-vis cable TV.

AVCOM
Sqfellife receiver @

qccessoties

NEW PRODUCT FROM AIlCOM
IPD-65 lsolated Power Divider

70d B iso lat ion,  tYPical !

. Automatic Feedline Power Switching
and DC Block Circui ts

.  LED LNA Power Indicator

.  Extremely Rel iable -  High Performance

Ferrite lsolators
3.7 - 4.2 GHz

For  mu l t i -  rece iver  ins ta l la t ions .
Bet te r  than 60db iso la t ion .

Cho ice  o f  connector  conf igura t ion

Power Dividers
3.7 - 4.2 GHz

rrryt

PD.8PD.2 PD.4 F
Ava i lab le  w i th  In te rna l  DC B lock .

Order  w i th  "DC"  su f f i x .

ffi:ffiH: ffi'*-=F 1--

DCP-66 DCP-,|
40 to 1500 MHz 3.7 -4.7 GHz

Inser t .  Remove or  B lock  DC Power

ALSO AVAILABLE
. Cable . Coaxial Relays . Connectors .

. Line Amplif iers . Coax Seal .
. Broad Band Amplif ier . High Frequency Switch

Contact Your Local AVCOM Distributor
AVCOM Information number: 1-804-794-2500
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Tl Cure Or Curse?
I found a very interesting cure for terrestrial interference while in-

stalling an 1 1 foot ECI antenna near a major microwave antenna farm
in Alpine, New Jersey. The satel l i te picture was r iddled with Tl and
even after I installed an ESP filter the reception left a lot to be desired.
However, while adjusting the scalar feed, I had noticed that the Tl
came and went dramatically. When my arm was touching the feed, the
Tl disappeared completely. Naturally, I had no desire to spend the rest
of my life standing in a yard in New Jersey touching somebody's scalar
feed, so I hunted around and located a 6 foot long by 2 inch wide piece
of wood. I found that when I strapped it to a particular spot between the
outer edge of the dish and the feed, the Tl disappeared. Then I added
a second board to the opposite side and the reception became perfect
on al l  transponders on al l  satel l i tes. I  had made a customer happy for
about 51 .98 in lumber!

Perhaps somebody outthere can explain this phenomenon. Does
wood act to disperse the unwanted Tl signals as it hits a side lobe on
the dish? l f  this is the case, is i t  the wood grain, the wood size, or the
wood moisture content that is doing this? Would a different substance
such as aluminum or perhaps Styrofoamo impregnated with a reflec-
tive material work as well or better? I would like to hear from others
who are experimenting with such Tl-busting techniques.

Chuck Blath
NJ Telesat

11 Evans Way
Piscatawav. NJ 08854

There are three likely answers and there could well be a combination
of occurences here. Microwave signals bend around objects (diffrac-
tion), they absorb into objects and they reflect from objects. A piece of
wood, regardless of composition or moisture content, is a candidate for
absorption. Remember that heavily vegetated trees in tront of a dish
will cut off the satellite signals. A chunk of wood falling in line with an in-
terfering, narrow beam from a Tl source (whether the source is direct
or reflected from something nearby) simply acts like a sponge.
Another little understood and little publicized trick is to create a lip or
shield around the outer edge of the feedhom's scalar ring. In situations
where the Tl signals sneak into the feed by bending over the lip, ex-
tending the lips towards the suiace of the dish will change where the
diffraction hits into the core of the feed and often will cure the TL

Serious Effort To Crack Videocipher
The Digital Encryption Standard Users Group has been formed as

a professional sociely to aid in the promulgalion, application, and de-

velopment of the 56 bit key digital encryption standard (DES) created
by the National Bureau of Standards. Our init ial  means of communica-
t ion wil l  be a brief journal publ ished quarterly and mailed f irst class to
each member. A computer bul lel in board wil l  be on l ine short ly and
may be accessed by each member through a telephone modem (300/
'1200 baud synchronous) or the 20 meter amaleur radio band (300
baud asynchronous AX.25 protocol). Members of the society have
been drawn from all walks of life, including a Dow 500 corporation
president, a major university professor of applied mathematics, a gen-
eral manager of an electronics company test equipment manufac-
turer, many professional electronic engineers, E.E. students, and
microcomputer oriented amaleur radio bufJs from all callings and
walks of life.

The society's annual meeling wil l  be held this year in Dayton, Ohio,
al the HARA Exhibit ion Center on Apri l25-27. The meeting room wil l
be announced at HARA and to members directly.
The major subject to be discussed this year is the 56 bit key encryption
standard deciphering contest sponsored by the society. Hopefully, a
number of paradigms that represent possible approaches to the
microcomputer oriented contest problem will be presented, i.e. The
contesi presumes that the 56 bit key is transmitted encoded in the
message.

There are no dues for membership in the DES User's Group. Mail-
ing costs are covered by selladdressed, stamped envelopes pro-
vided by the members. Printing costs are covered by voluntary con-
tr ibutions with a $5 maximum. Anyone interested in joining should
contact the undersigned for additional inlormation.

Robert M. Richardson, Secretary
DES User's Group

Drawer 1065
Chautaugua, New York 14722

Hummm. This announcement may need some deciphering on its own.
It says that some of the best, free-lance minds in the US, each with
some personal interest in breaking the VideoCipher DES encryption
system algotithm, are grouping together as a society to divide up the
task. This is not a light-weight effort and anyone that is capable of
making a contribution should explore the effort. Now, if we were M/A-
Com, we'd support and even welcome this serious effort. Look at it this
way, if the DES algorithm can be broken, befter we all find out now
while there are only afew thousand decoders out there. Itwould be much
tougher on M/A-Com if they had several million in use and somebody
broke it. By breaking it early, if it can indeed be broken, M/A-Com will
have the opportunity to correct their mistake without big damage to

I
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their repurtation. On the other hand, if this user group fails and it can'
not be broken. M/A-Com aan move ahead with the added assurance
that by failing to break the system, VideoCipher will probably be suc-
cessfully operated for a decade or more. Good show! Oh yes, brother
Richardson's telephone number is (716) 753-2654.

Lower Cost Distribution
This wil l  describe a system for distr ibuting up to six television sig-

nals through a master antenna system of an apartment building or
similar complex. Either loop-through or home run wir ing systems can
be used with this technique with equal success.

The basis of the system is simplicity itself. lt involves modulating
the channels which the operator of the system wishes to protect or en-
crypt by selecting sub-band channels commonly referred to as T7, TB,
T9, T10, T1 1, and T12 ( Tl3was leftout because of i ts proximitytoTV
channel 2). These channels are not capable of be_ing intercepted by
the standard TV sets, even those equipped with cable tuning systems.
The channels are located below VHF channel 2, and arc there{ore
very low in frequency so they can be transported considerable dis-
tances without extra amplification. The video carrier center frequen-
cies are 7,13,19,25,31 , and 37 MHz, so MATV parts and cable works

excellent here.
The signals, modulated to sub-band channels, and fed through the

SMATV system, are completely transparent to the system itself. ln
order for customers to be able to view or use these channels, they
must have an in-aoartment or in-home converter box which translates
the various (or all) T channels back to a f requency which can be tuned
in on a standard or cable ready TV set.

The key to such a system is the availability ot relatively low cost
modulators for the T or sub-band channels and the availability of
some type of receiving converter units. I found the answer to this dou-
ble problem in ltaly where many low frequency modulators and con-
verters are utilized for various European channel assignments. Those
interested in such techniques can contact me for additional details.

Peter C. Sutro
MPI Satel l i te, Inc.
PO Box 769
Barnardsville. NJ 07924

Sub-channel trcnsmission is not a new concept but one often forgot-
ten in the rush to high tech solutions to low tech problems. Peter's
units from ltaly are well made, excellent in performance, and unusu-
ally inexpensive.
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BRITISH Columbia's Minister of Communications, Pat McGeer, is
taking on the Canadian Federal Government. McGeer is opposing a
bill (C-20) which would prohibit home satellite antennas from bringing
US signals into Canadian mult iple residence dwell ings.

THREE transponciers (1, 12, and 16) are st i l l  avai lable forful l  t ime
use on the Galaxy 1 bird. Rate of decay for older transponders on F3R,
meanwhile, seems to have slowed down during past six months.

ARABSAT has decided it wants a $25M refund from satellite
supplier(s) because of alleged failure of bird's gyro stabilizer system.
ARABSAT t has been placed on standby status while ARABSAT 2 is
now being used as primary bird.

EUROPEAN sources, fearful of complications from the failing KU-
band 20 watt transponders on ECS-1 , now predicting the first satellite
may be totally retired as early as 1987. Bird should have operated
through 1990.

EUROPEANS haved worked out a secret lottery to determine
which of the present video transponder users will be dropped if (and
when) the first ECS-1 transponder quits altogether or drops below
useful performance levels. A lottery envelope, identifying the loser,
wil l  be opened when fai lure occurs.

UNITED Kingdom wil l  be launching BBC ielevision service
worldwide before end of this year, taking 30 minutes per day news
feeds first, and then expanding schedule to include entertainment
programming as well  in 1987.

CANAL 5, from France, should be available on undetermined US
or Canadian satellite after trans-Atlantic hop. Popular French pro-
gramming, for l imited day segment, is intended for distr ibution within
Canada and perhaps US by tenestrial TV stations.

LOSS of Challenger Shuttle will have serious effects on future
space launches for perhaps two years or more. European Ariane
launch capacity had been sold-out for balance of next two years before
loss of Challenger. US may be reverting to Delta unmanned launch
vehicle in 1987 to allow catch up of launches being set back by loss of
Challenger.

HBO released figures for early sign ups by home satellite owners
and others. Scrambled service(s) do not match studies done on avail-
ability of decoder units. HBO numbers are signiticantly higher, as
claimed, than distributor reports tally for descrambler availability. HBO
also claims that 93% of allorders are for both HBO and Cinemax ser-
vices.

UNIDEN has revised projection of number of satellite dishes to be
sold in US and Canada for 1986; downward from 700,O00 region to
under 180,000. Channel Masters' projection by Don Berg hangs in
there at 400,000 region. February shipments apparently totaled no
more than 10,000 system units industry wide.

LOSS of Challenger all but stopped dead the space insurance and

reinsurance industry. Rates had climbed close to 25o/o of insured
value prior to loss; now rates simply do not exist because of high risk
factors.

AUSTRALIA is rattling Intelsat cage by offering international ser-
vices for video, data, and voice on their new, operational-now KU-
band satellite system. Aussat-3 bird, last in series, will provide signifi-
cant coverage and spare (30 watt) capacity for regions of south Pacific.

DBS permit holder, USSB, has asked FCC for clarification of FCC
DBS rules and suggest not being in DBS after all. USSB would use
their planned satel l i tes for video conferencing, Muzak music transmis-
sion, and a host of other C-band type services, rather than jump exclu-
sively into the Direct Broadcast Satellile business, if FCC approves.
USSB reported the f inancial community is not wi l l ing to provide funds
for DBS since the DBS proposals seem unworkable to most in the
money eno.

SUPER-Bowl XX made its way to luxury liner Queen Elizabeth ll
via unusual route. Intelsat configured normally voice-only Inmarsat
satellite system to allow transmission of game to ship lying off coast of
Peru.

UK growth ot (11h2 GHz) home satellite is painfully slow. Latest fig-
ures show 803 government granted home satellite licenses, up 147 in
the last 48 day period. Of these, 1 5 have been to hotels, 495 to shops
and dealers, 39 to schools, and only 2541o individuals. Many large de-
partment stores, including Harrods, carried home satellite systems for
the Christmas season, but apparently this sales effort failed to pro-
duce results. Concern now is that the UK may not be a market for
satellite systems after all.

NEXT TVRO-related satellite via Shuttle, now delayed indefi-
nitely, would have been Westar Vl scheduled for June 24th. Same
launch date would have also applied to Indonesian Palapa B-3 bird.

INTELSAT cutt ing back on planned launches of new generation Vl
birds; flight F5, planned for 1989 and scheduled for use in Europe and
possrble DBS type applications, now rescheduled for 1991.

EUROPEAN space planners see a transponder 'glut' of unused
TV-capable KU-band transponders as early as late 1987. The period
87-90 is seen as not requiring additional, new transponder capacity
with only in-orbit spare and replacement launches scheduled.

SPACE Communications Corporation of Japan has ordered twin
KU/Ka-band satellites from Ford Aerospace valued at some $200M
(US) each. Birds wil l  have 35 transponders each and be located, when
launched, at 128 and 124 east.

BEST, accurate souce for C- and KU-band transponder users in
North America remains WESTSAT Communications Satellite Chart
( issued six t imes per year, $19 US for US subscribers) publ ished by
WESTSAT Communications, PO Box 434, Pleasanton, California
94566, (415) 846-7380.
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SPAIN planned to totally deregulate SMATV and TVRO systems in
country this month with new legislation. Spain, ltaly, and UK are last
three major countries in Europe without significant cable television in-
dustry.

ARIANE launch vehicle scheduled to l i f t  ECS-4 (European bird for
Ku-band and (US) Spacenet 3 in May. No other US birds are sched-
uled for Ariane launch during balance of 1986.

AT&T continues to make limited use of Comstar D4 satellite,
leased from Comsat (76 west) after earlier announcement that AT&T
would cancel use of D4 last fall. However, satellite is not expected to
be turned back to Comsat in April and new users with potential video
services are possible after April.

TWO new part-of-day networks are scheduled to begin on French
Telecom 1B satellite. Los Angeles based Samuel Broadcasting has
plans to launch European Business News channel as well as farm-re-
lated Argo News channel. Financial service will include excerpts from

US FNN;ARGO channel wi l l  or iginate in Paris.
AUSTRALIA formally inaugurated already operating Aussat-1

domestic satellile service this past January 26th in day of national
celebration. SiA B-MAC scrambling system is being used for video
transmissions.

EUROPEAN engineers expect the power loss for two transpon-
ders on ECS-1 to stabilize a{ter TWT's have dropped approximately 7
dB in system capacity. The two transponders affected are 3 and 6.

SKY CHANNEL, European version of WTBS, has signed agree-
ment to televise popular ltalian football (soccer) league games. Sky
Channel sports coverage has been limited previously.

WANG, computer manufacturer, now has international satellite
network which programs up to 30 hours-per-month, linking some 74
sites together.

HEARINGS were scheduled to be held starting March 6th by

House Telecom Subcommittee on matters relating to home satellite
scrambling. Hearings had previously been promised on HR1769 and

HR1840 by Congressman Wirth.
SHOWTIME acting more aggressive in dealing with SMATV and

smaller cable firms, suggesting that Showtime marketing plan for

home satellites, to have been unveiled at Las Vegas SPACE/STTI
show this past February 19-21, should also have been more accom-
modating to home satellite interests.

SPAIN is getting trio of 11 meter S/A antenna systems for use in

Rota, Tonajon, andZaragozalo receive American arts transmissions
for distribution to US bases located near each city.

SATELLITE Music Network, carried on WGN sub-carriers on

Galaxy 1 , now boasts nearly 700 radio station affiliates for its contem-
porary and country music services. Company had 117ok increase in

revenues for 1 985.
PTL, a maior programmer of religious broadcasts carried on

Galaxy 1 and Satcom F3R, has laid off a reported 500 people in its

work force totaling more than 2,000.
S/A continues its financial comeback with a 317o increase in order

backlog and an 1 17o increase in net earnings from the same reported
quarter a year ago.

ARABSAT Director General has been asked to resign his post for

reasons of "financial, administrative, and technical incompetencel'
ARABSAT program is generally viewed as being in a mess by Euro-
pean space industry people in a position to monitor the system and its

ooerations.
NASA expected more than 4,000 applicants for the Space Shuttle

plan to qarry a journalist onboard. The program was announced prior

io the loss of Challenger, but with deadline approaching only 15 jour'

nal ists had applied.
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Coop's/continued from page 9
would have a 10 to 15 minute wait before he arr ived. lwas warned
what to say, where to stand, and how to react. "lf he speaks to you di-
rectly, in English, relax. lf he speaks in French to an aid and the aid
translates foryou, be very careful of what you say and how you say it."
I considered, briefly, speaking to the President in broken high school
French. I wrenched my mind trying to remember enough French to be
hospitable and the only thing I could recall for sure was'Voulez vous
couchez avec moi?' Roughly, "will you go to bed with me?" I decided
that was probably not an appropriate greeting for Baby Doc.

"Here they comel" came the shouts. I  snapped to attention along-
side an army general. My fingers were nervously fidgeting with my
Lands End brief case. The General noticed the bag for the first time."Put i t  down!" he snapped; "Now!." ldropped the bag at myteet just as
the first of three armor plated Mercedes screeched to a stop in f ront of
us. Out of the four door vehicle climbed four of the largest black men I
had ever laid eyes upon. Each one carried enough ammunition laced
around his midsection to start World War lll, and each fondled
their own shiney, automatic weapon. Their leader walked to me, stood
barely inches from my nose and surveyed me from head to toe. I had
to battle an intense desire to release the contentsof my bladder. Then
he removed a small Motorola handheld radio from his belt clip and
spoke into the microphone. I even understood his French as he said"Everything is ready, you may proceed." A second Mercedes ap-
peared in the driveway and four more black men emerged. One
looked quite different than the rest; lighter in color, not nearly as trim
and fit as the others, and he was dressed in a safari styled set of brown
fatigues with a silk shirt. This man walked directly towards me just as a
third Mercedes pulled up and four more very large people all carrying
similar weapons climbed out. The slightly heavy set, young man ex-
tended his hand and in flawless English said "Welcome to Haiti and
thank you for coming." I was shaking hands with Baby Doc Duvalier."Will you follow me?" he suggested, and I glanced at the General
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pondering what to do with my Lands End bag. The President quickly

saw the reason for my concerned look and in French told the head of
his security, " lwant him to bring his bag," a signal that he was not wor-
ried about what the bag might contain or that I was any type of threat to
his personal safety. At the very least I had expected to have the bag
careful ly searched. The journal ist in me desperately wanted to whip
out the Canon camera and start snapping pictures. The chicken in me
won out and I left the camera stowed in the bag. We walked into the
huge entrance way and down a marble hallway towards a sitting room
which contained enough national treasures to qual i fy as a museum.
Everyone remained standing until Baby Doc sat down. Then the rest
of us sat down, I  on his r ight hand side. There were perhaps 10 others
in the room, and introductions were in order. Those I recal l  meeting in-
cluded the head of security, the head of the national radio network, the
head of the national television network, the head of the national tele-
phone company, the head of . . .  and so on.

I carefully reached into my Lands End bag and with my right hand
clearly visible slowly drew out a stack of books and magazines with my
left hand. Balancing them on my knee, loffered them to the President
explaining that these books contained "al l  of the world's knowledge on
low cost, high performance satellite receiving systems." Baby Doc
smiled and responded "Of course they are in French???" We al l
laughed.

A servant dressed as if he were attending the French Court in the
1gth century appeared. "Would anyone l ike something to drink?"
Baby Doc was leafing through my stack of publications and seemed
not to hear the question. Nobody said anything so the question was re-
peated, this t ime in English. Again nobody said a word;we sat quiet ly
while the President thumbed through my publications. He glanced up
and saw the servant standing there.

"Yes, a coke please," he answered. Then each of the others
placed their orders; 10 cokes. l f  Baby Doc had ordered l ime juice, the
servant would have gotten 10 orders for l ime juice.

The meeting, scheduled to last 30 minutes, went for two hours.
Could Baby Doc have satel l i te television?. How many channels could
be received? Would any of the channels be in French? How would he
have the reception avai lable in his palace; his'Summer Palace',  and,
his 'Beach Palace'? And on and on. The head of the television network
had done his homework and he was sure that nothing less than a 13
meter dish would be adequate. That concerned Baby Doc.

"That is such a large structure," he kept saying. "how can we hide
it???" l t  took me over an hour to f inal ly f igure out that his concerns for
hiding the dish were not environmental; he was worried that the peas-
ants in the streets would see the dish and grow even more restless be-
cause Baby Doc was indulging himself in the private enjoyment of for-
bidden television.

Local Haitian television consisted in those days of a few hours per
day of local news and virtually nonstop coverage of the activities of the
President. Television was used by the government as a propaganda
tool; i t  had very l i t t le educational and certainly no entedainment value.
The Port-au-Prince cable system relied on videotapes pirated from
Miami and f lown down dai ly on the jet.  Baby Doc al lowed this system
to exist because i t  was primari ly functioning within the wealthier
neighborhoods and the system operator had agreed to delete all news
coverage from the tapes. The only news the Haitians received was
news that had been approved by the Duvalier government.

I  suggested a solut ion.
"You already have a 13 meter Intelsat dish on the edge of town.

Place your own dish or dishes at the same location where they wil l  at-
tract no special attention. Then we can l ink the dishes for your televi-
sion to your palaces with terrestrial microwave. A small 2 foot mic-
rowave dish at each palace wil l  br ing you your selected programs."

Discussion then centered on whether the system would pipe, say,
10 to 12 simultaneous channels of 'pr ivate microwave' from the main
receiving site to the palaces or just one channel at a time.

"Can we not place a technician at the site to change channels for

me when I wish to view another program?" Duvalier kept asking. He,
for some reason, didn't  want more than one channel at a t ime winging
its way to his palace(s). I quietly pondered the new bureaucracy being
born here; a cadre of loyal men who worked in eight hour shifts before
a bank of television monitors to select, on command, a specific televi-
sion program to be relayed via terrestrial microwave to the palace
where Baby Doc happened to be at that moment.

Duvalier 's satel l i te receiving system could not go with him on the
US Air Force C-141 transport plane when he f led his homeland this
past February. He is unl ikely to f ind the kind of satel l i te programming
he has grown accustomed to viewing avai lable in his new home-in-
exile. As I watched with fascination lhe limited amount of television
news tape avai lable documenting his reign in Hait i  and his f leeing to
France, I  had several quick impressions.

Duvalier had losl weight since I visi ted him;while he was st i l l  being
described as 'chubby', I would estimate he had lost 20 pounds over
the past four to f ive years. lt was probably the running. One of the Hai-
t ian Air Force personnel who carr ied me about on that day of my visi t
had confided that he ran, often dai ly, with Duvalier on the palace
grounds. I  remember him tel l ing me, " l  make i t  a point to be avai lable
when he wants to run because that t ime with him, alone, is very impor-
tant to my career." I had asked if the heavily armed larger-than-life
guards ran with them also. "Oh no," he had assured me; "but they sta-
t ion themselves along the route of the run."

Duvalier had assumed power at the age of 19, succeeding his in-

famous father'Papa Doc'who had ruled Hait i  for 13 years before him.
The story in Haiti was that for the first B to 10 years of the Baby Doc
rule, it had been a group of eight or so high level ministers appointed
by his father who really ruled the country. I was lead to believe that
Baby Doc was largely a puppet of this nonelected inner circle that had
grown powerful during his father's ruling period. Another story | re-
peatedly heard from Haitians was that Baby Doc, even back in 1980,
wanted to leave Haiti; forever. There were court stories reporting that
on several occasions he haci tried to leave Haiti, on his own, but had
been stopped or persuaded otherwise by this inner circle of powerful
people. At the time that made sense to me; if he lacked the intensity of
his father, inherited his position through an early death of his father,
and never real ly rel ished the power, I  could see this'chubby' lad anx-
ious to get away from the court intrigue of his position.

But, alas, this is not an appropriate forum for such a discussion.
Baby Doc himself was not an intimidating person in my eyes. His voice
was gentle and he seemed to almost play at being ruler rather than
taking it seriously. His eyes were not cruel and his manner was any-
thing but abrupt. I have been around people of power before and their
aura was demanding. Baby Doc gave me none of those feelings. He
was the kind of guy whom you wanted to sit down and have a beer with
to discuss the weather and the major league baseball standings.

Haiti will possibly be a better place to live now that the Duvalier re-
gime is over. Possibly. On the other hand, with that 'Counci l  Of Eight '
still around, Duvalier's Haiti may just go on as before. To me, Jean
Claude Duvalier was a reluctant ruler who simply tired of being caught
up in a situation not of his own making. And when the opportunity
arose, he bundled up his family and his assets and left. I could identify
with that.

Zoning/Shallow Victory
Senator Barry Goldwater, a friend of satellite TV and champion of

many electronic causes, had promised us that the FCC would look into
the abundantly anti-competit ive zoning ordinances being adopted in
many communities across the nation. There seemed to be a pattern;
communit ies from Maine to Cali fornia were rushing into ordinance
form legal wording designed outwardly to curb the sale, instal lat ion,
and use of satellite dish antennas. The suspicions were that local
cable operators were behind the ordinances, clearly designed to pre-
vent individuals from having satel l i te systems in their yards.

Cable, of course, denied any complicity in the ordinances; it was
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simply a coincidence that hundreds of towns and cit ies al l  over the
country were entertaining essential ly the same ordinances at the
same t ime. Life is f i l led with al l  sorts of coincidences.

We talk about zoning as a practical matter in this issue. One of the
most f lagrant misuses of zoning as a tool to squash competit ion has
occurred in southern Florida where cable f irms have been successful
in gett ing various towns and cit ies to zone-away dishes. One commu-
nity requires would-be instal lers of satel l i te dishes to take their zoning
permit request to the local cable company for approval before the re-
quest can be heard by the city. No complici ty there, r ight!

On Februa,y 11th on the SPACE/Satel l i te Showtime television
program (Spacenet, TR17; 9:00 pm eastern on Tuesdays), SPACE's
associate legal counsel, Fred Finn, commented on this FCC rul ing.
After al l  of the back patt ing where SPACE took credit for gett ing this
action through the FCC, Finn summed it  up:

"Now it  is up to the courts to f i l l  in some of the detai ls.. . ."
Those detai ls are about as wide, and long, and deep as the original

probiem. Let 's see what the FCC real ly did.
"State and local zoning or other regulat ions that dif ferentiate be-

tween satellite receive-only antennas and other types of antenna
faci l i t ies are preempted unless such regulat ions:

a) Have a reasonable and clearly defined health, safety, or aes-
thetic objective; and

b) Do not operate to impose unreasonable l imitat ions on, or pre-
vent, reception of satel l i te del ivered signals by receive-only antennas
or impose costs on the users of such antennas that are excessive in
l ight ol the purchase and rnstal lat ion cost of the equipment.

The FCC original ly proposed some pretty tough preemptive regu-
lat ions in this area. Unfortunately, when the f inal decision came out,
the language had been toned down remarkably. Basical ly, the Com-
mission found i tself  at odds with the National League of Cit ies (basi-
cal ly, a trade associat ion of ci t ies), and many states. There has always
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been a fine line, not well defined, between state/local rights to govern
and federal rights. Each side wants to maintain the biggest possible
power base and for al l t ime the cit ies plus the states have been able to
keep the federal people out of tel l ing them how they can use their land.
The satellite receiving antenna preemption comes very close to that
l rne .

The Commission found itself faced with hundreds of 'what if' exam-
ples. There were 170 formal f i l ings on this issue (SPACE was one of
these) and most were the FCC getting involved in local zoning mat-
ters. The FCC finally took the side that il zoning rules have been
adopted to single out satellite receive antennas for special zoning
treatment, and/or if satellite antennas are not treated like other anten-
nas (such as outdoor terrestrial TV, amateur radio, et al), the zoning
ordinances were probably i l legal.

But, the Commission left the door wide open for each city faced
with FCC preemption to appeal their own zoning ordinances through
the court system. In effect, the FCC said "Here are the new rules; now,
if you don't like the new rules, go to court."

The effect of all of this is sure to be hundreds, perhaps thousands,
of court cases. The lawyers will get richer and while these court cases
are winding their way up through the local/state/appeal court system,
the present zoning ordinances prohibiting satellite antennas are likely
to stay in effect. Generally, it is possible to keep a law in effect while
the matter is under court appeal" That tells me we may be live years or
longer waiting for all of those expensive lawsuits to wind their way
through court. Many attorneys will send their kids (and perhaps grand-
kids) through college based upon the appeals process of this zoning
situation.

In the meantime, you wil l  st i l l  have municipal ordinances tel l ing you
that you can't put a 6 foot dish in the backyard in West Palm Beach or
any dish on the roof in Elmhurst. And you won't sel l  dishes in those at
fected communit ies in the interim unless you are wil l ing to pay the cost
of the initial legal battles at the local level.

Do we have a zoning victory? Some will argue that with the FCC
ruling we now have a uniform national policy which can be taken into
court to just i fy claims that local ordinances prohibit ing or inhibit ing
dishes are i l legal, immoral, and possibly fattening. They are r ight. We
now have a national policy. Unfortunately, we are going to have to en-
force that national policy a township and a city at a time, one by one,
through the court systems. You can lead a city to a federal regulation,
bul you can't force that city to accept the regulation without a fight.

Cable's Monopoly
One of the most often cited comments I hear from satellite dealers

is, " lsn't  there something we can do to stop HBO from sel l ing their
programming package(s) only through their cable franchised dis-
tr ibutors? lsn't  i t  i l legal, or something, when they refuse to sel l  through
us???"

This is logical. And this is America.
A public utility, such as the telephone or power company, operates

a monopoly. One of the legal requirements of a monopoly is that the
firm with the franchise must offer the same service to everyone at the
same effective rate. There are no monooolies in satellite television.

Years ago, our court system found it was a case of prejudice when
some retailers refused to serve customers of a certain race. The courts
said that our Bill of Rights guaranteed equal service to every person, re-
gardless of race, creed, or color. HBO does not deny service to you or
me because we may happen to be Jewish, black, or Chinese. Perhaps
if we could prove that all satellite owners worshipped an unusual God,
we might make a case for rel igious prosecution but ldoubtthat is l ikely
to happen.

There is something called 'The Colgate Doctrine,' the result of a
court case years ago in which a supplier (Colgate) was accused of re-
fusing to sell its products to a particular retailer. The retailer attempted
to prove that it could be harmed by the marketing policy of Colgate,
and without the Colgate products in its store(s), it might not be able to

survive. The high court found to the contrary, that with or without the
Colgate products on the shelves, life would go on as before. In effect,
the high court said that if you are a privately owned business, it is your
right to sel l to whom you wish. Period.

It is sometimes fun to believe that because the US government
funded space research and made possible the present satellite sys-
tem, that every American has some inalienable right to access any
and all programming available on every satellite in the sky. State taxes
pay for toll roads but access is not universally open to all; trucks that
are too big are routinely banned as are military convoys carrying nu-
clear warheads. Local taxes pay for city streets but some streets are
not available to vehicles with three or more axles. Taxes pay for the
airport rest rooms but men are banned from the womens' room. So
even within the totally tax supported structures, there are rules and
regulations and permissible uses as well as non-permitted users.

Satellites are paid forwith private funds. Satellite launches are paid
for with private funds. Satellites are operated with private funds and
the satellite programming is created with private funding. lf you want a
say in how satellites are operated, buy some RCA stock. But, be sure
you buy enough to get your voice heard because that is the American
way.

No, satellites are not public and their use is set not by public policy
directives, but rather by private profit motivations. So, are lawsuits
charging HBO with unfair practices and denial of access to their ser-
vices a waste of time?

Not at all. lf we can prove, in court, and if we can sustain the initial
decision in our favor on-appeal (and reappeal), we may well be able to
show that there are unfair trade practices at work here, because even
private business practices are subiect to antitrust and other rules. My
concern is not that HBO is a stinker, but that HBO is only going to ser-
vice the cable TV folks; my concern is that in the process of proving
this (which I feel certain we as an industry could do) we will all die and
be buried before such a case ends up in the Supreme Court. And las-
sure you that until such a case gets all the way to and through the Su-
preme Court, nothing will change because of a court action. I simply
don't think we can wait around while a generation or two of lawyer's
kids go through college courtesy of the satellite industry. With our pre-
sent economic problems, those lawyer-kids had better be prepared to
attend a no-charge state college because we won't have the money to
pay for much more.

I begin a dialogue in this issue addressing some things I bel ieve we
can do to change our eventual place in history. I believe we are to lhe
point, as an industry, where we had better move to create our own
programming which we control, if we are going to continue selling
satel l i te systemswith the promise thaitherewil l  always besomething
uo there for our customers to watch with our wondrous dishes.

SPACE can file all of the major actions ii wants, including that 60
page document charging CBS with being nasty people. But we had
better have a better game plan than waiting for all of these lawsuits to
mature and end, or we will end long before the lawsuits do.

Rural Gable And Translators
A CBS task force formed within its affiliate member group is repor-

tedly studying the possible technical solutions bringing service to
those US homes where the network service is not available. CBS ad-
mits there may be 400,000 such US homes. The number is far higher
than that, perhaps by a factor of 1 0, since CBS makes some invalid as-
sumptions about their present reach.

Years ago, it was the habit of TV broadcasters to rush to build
maximum height towers to cover as much ground as possible. Be-
tween affiliates, there was spirited competition to carve out viewing
areas for themselves. The reason for ihis was obvious-money.

An examole is found in northern California where the Sari*Fran-
cisco CBS affiliate (channel 5) is able to cover a wide re-
gion from Monterrey/Salinas in the south to-Fort Bragg in the north.
There is nothing but ocean to ihe west, so ideally, the San Francisco
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TV stations, with their backs to the ocean, would use directional trans-
mitting antennas confining their coverage to the north, south, and
easl

To the east is Sacramento, where for years, people watched San
Francisco television with typical 50 foot steel masts and big antennas.
Then as the TV freeze lifted, Sacramento received its first local televi-
sion and these new stations coached to their own viewing those view-
ers who had grown accustomed to CBS service from San Francisco.

About 20 years ago, the Sacramento stations realized they had a
great market opportunity. They would all form a common corporation
and build a huge tower which would go west of Sacramento, as close
to San Francisco as possible. The idea was that since Sacramento
viewers wanted to watch San Francisco anyhow, and would retain
their large, fr inge area antennas to do so, those antennas would point
west towards San Francisco. Why not build a new tower that would be
'on/inl ine'with the San Francisco headino ffom Sacramento?
ramento?

The FCC maintains certain rules and regulations concerning how
far away from the principal city of license a TV (FM) station or AM sta-
tion can place its transmittrng antennas. They measure the signal
strength of the signal and require a principal city contour or signal level
over the full community-of-license. That imposes some technical re-
strictions on how far away you can move, and still squirt the required
amount of signal back into your main city. The Sacramento stations
pushed this by moving as close to the San Francisco Bay Area market
as possible, while st i l l  placing the required minimum signal back into
Sacramento.

This was an economic move. By being as close as possible to the
Bay Area, they actually became the dominant TV stations affiliated
with the three major networks (ABC, CBS, NBC) for hundreds of
thousands of East Bay homes.

When the networks pay the stations for carrying their network
shows, the number of homes where the station dominates is the key
count number. By adding several hundred thousand homes where
Sacramento was dominant, the Sacramento stations picked up
money which otherwrse would have gone to the San Francisco sta-
tions. The expensive tower was paid for in a very short period of time
with the additional revenues paid by the networks.

The San Francisco stations were virtually helpless in this power
play. They simply lost viewers and revenue. Now, what does this have
to do with the CBS study of those homes that stili do not receive CBS
service via terrestrial means?

ln England, there are four national networks. lt has been the prac-
tice to assure any areawhere there are 10 or more homes that they will
receive the signals of these four networks. The British actually spend
money to build low power repeater/booster (translator) stations to
serve such small  groupings of homes. This works, at some consider-
able cost to the government of course, because the UK is a compact,
relat ively small  country. There is no equivalent of Texas, Colorado, or
Wyoming in the UK.

Big distances and FCC rules that protect the viewing service for the
big concentrations of population, such as demanding lhat certain
minimum signal levels exist in the cities served, work, contrary to this
approach for the US. During the 50's and 60's, cable TV flourished in
small communities because cable was the only practical way for sta-
tions to reach these people pockets. When most of the larger-smaller
communities were cabled, that growth cycle for cable came to a halt.
Another technology (translators), started at about the same time as
cable, proved less ideal. The concept of a translator is good; a low
power (typically 10 watts or less) transmitter is connected to a receiv-
ing antenna to pick up the master station, or another translator. The 1 0
watt transmitter is connected to directional transmitting antennas
which then rebroadcast the signal on a new channel into a small area
not receiving direct master service. Using normal sized home rooftop
antennas, you can expect to serve no more than a mile a watt or 10
miles maximum with such installations. In actual practice, the least rm-
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BOOKSTONE
Each month, the STV@ Bookstore offers a variety of books about satellite television. You
may choose one or more books from the selection. There is no minimum purchase require-
ment and no obligation to make future purchases. STV Bookstore is not a club. tt is a
reader seruice to provide you access to a fine selection of literature about satellite television.
Simply make your selection(s), fill out the attached order form and we'll send your order di-
rectly to youf We will accept check, money order, V|SA@ or MasterCardo. (Make check or
money order payable to Triple D Publishing, Inc.)

THIS MONTH'S FEATURE

satellites Today
A comprehensive book on modern technology that

reviews the history of communication and where this
rapidly changing industry is headed. Each chapter
deals with specific topics such as uplinking, footprints,
programming, and much more. This book is necessary
for anyone wanting to learn about the satellite
television industry. Price: 39.95. To receive this
month's feature. circle L on the order form.
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The World of Satel l i te TV. The al l  t ime bestsel ler.  This book has

become standard reference for home satel l i te TV enthusiasb. Tak'ng

the reader through the intr icacies of satel l i te ry recept ion, The

World of Satel l i te ry is a valuable addit ion to the home satel l i te l i

brary. J lO.95

The Hlddcn Slgnalr  on Satcl l i te TV. There are many publ ica-

tions available for the video seryjces on satellites but only one that

explains the hundredsofaudio and data seryices. This booktel isyou

h o w t o r e c e i v e t h e m a n d w h e r e t o f i n d t h e m .  l T 5 o a o e s o f  t h e " h i d -

den signals."  314.95

The Down To Earth Guldc To Satelllte TV. Everyone inyour

family should understand the basics of operating a home satellite

system- This book is a "road map 'of the 
satel l i te superhighways in-

cluding a complete glossary of terms wrjtten in easy to understand

lanouaoe. t7,95

The Avoidance Ssppresslon Approach To Eliminating

Terrestrlal Interference. This is the definitive text covering the

complex field of terrestrial microwave interference and i6 effecr upon

satellite recejving systems. Written by Glyn Bostick of Microwave Fil-

ter, the ASTI book takes the installer step by step through the proce-

dures necesry to combat terrestrial interference t59,OO

STV@ Satcllltc D.t. Book. The only publication of jts kind in

the world.  Real world measurements of the satel l i te signais 'strength

taken during STV@ Can-AD Road Trlp. Contour maps for most

of the Nofth American sateJl i tes and signal strength levels on a

transponder by transponder basis are included in this 200 plus page

book. t19.95

Th! Home Satcllltc T1/ Installatlon andTroublcsh@tln9

Manual-!986 Edltlon. This 330 page text explains how the

satellites operate and provides all the information necessary for

selectrng and installing a satellite system, multiple receiver and tele,

vis ion hookups, as wel l  as detai ls for t roubleshoot ing anysystem on

the market.  $29.95

w
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Satcllltr TV Product Rcvlcw B@k, Conrains SMs product

revrews on more than 20 receivers iincluding the Chaparral Sietra,
USS Maspro, Luxor 9900, and Uniden 70001. includes comparison

chaft, recerver test data and consumer data. t5.95

Trdblelr@tlr|g rrd Rcp.lrlng S.tcllltc Tl/ Sr/itmr. A
must for the dealer or the technically oriented consumer. This book
will answer any question about problems that arise with a home

satellitesystem. fl t,t5 trpcrback rna t25,t'he.dbotnl,

cdlalor,

Dith l t  Out !  Through the use of 200 mult jple choice/true fatse
questJons and a gameboard, players are introduced to theworld of

satel l i te ry The game rs an invaluable aid for prospect ive or new
ryRO owners, and would make a great gj f t  f rom deaiers to new

customers t l  7.95



pressive hi l l  or knol l  wi l l  stop these f lea powered signals, so the view-

ers need to have a clear line of sight to the 1 0 watt transmitter to make
the system work.

For a short while, TV stations toyed with funding the translators
themselves. A typical translator system can be installed for $5,000 or
so, but if you are only going to reach .100 homes with such a system'
you still end up with $50 per home invested in the new coverage.

While TV stations do earn income based upon the number of
homes they serve at $100 or so a whack, their income does not in-
crease enough to bother with the technical problems associated with
translators. Translators were then left for the public to fund. Because
the public had no real way to collect funds, the system fell into ill-use'
No, translators are not the answer. Remember, in the UK their suc-
cessful network of translators works largely because the people-poc-
kets are far fewer in number and because the government, directly or
indirectly, pays for the installations. I don't think even CBS is suggest-
ing that the government pay for a vast network of translators so CBS
(plus ABC, NBC, and PBS) can be seen directly by every home in the
natron.

On a purely cost question, the least expensive way of serving those
400,000 homes that CBS admits are unserved, is via satel l i te'  Here's
wny.

Let's suggest that CBS agreed to pay for a national CBS satellite
service. They could put their own WCBS on satellite 24 hours a dayfor
less than $780,000 per year. That works out to under $2 a home a
year. The service could be on satel l i te within minutes of a decision;
whereas, a national translator system would take years to fund and
build. There would be zero maintenance (think about maintaining
thousands of translators!). There is no-way CBS could approach the
economibs of satellite, NBC and ABC could do the same thing with
their New York City flagship stations.

lf the networks want to respond to public need and they want to do
something to serve rural Americans who live outside the direct reach
of their terrestrial affiliates, they'd spring for the $780,000 per year for
transponder time to launch their flagship stations on satellite'

Just to keep everything in perspective, the way advertising rev-

enues are generated at the network level would allow CBS to pay for

an entire year of transponder cost for their WCBS with just the adver-
tising revenues from one production of 'Sixty Minutes.' CBS revenues
for the fourth quarter of 1 985 were $1 .35 billion with net prof its of $55.4
mil l ion. That 's a quader; one fourth of a year. I  suggest CBS cannot
only afford the relatively light bite of a $780,000 per year transponder
bi l l  to launch WCBS f ul l  t ime, but that they owe it  to the public to do so

Oh yes, just to keep things in perspective, CBS revenues for all four
quarters of 1985 were greater than the total amount of money now in-
vested in home satellite systems by every home satellite owner in
America. Think about that for a while.

Then there is rural cable.
More than 1O years ago, a group of non-Bell  rural telephone com-

panies decided they wanted to be in the cable TV business. Some of
these firms tried to build test systems in places like Wisconsin and
Georgia. They did this using federally insured low-interest loans.
Eventual ly, the FCC put a severe crimp in their plans, rul ing that atele-
phone company that has a monopoly cannot also cornef the coaxial
cable distribution market in the same area as their telephone system.
The FCC has been living under the fantasy for 20 years or more that
eventually cable TV systems will provide competition to Ma Bell sys-
tems and other telephone i irms. The FCC l ikes to think competit ion wil l
make the telephone company a more agreeable business in town.

The test systems were built with a purpose to determine how cable
TV, a technology that works best when the housing density is high,
might be modif ied to work where the housing densit ies are low. This
didn't work out very well because the best the experimental systems
could do was to put in a cable plant for around $4,500 percable-mile.
When you had to run down a mile of road to serve Farmer Jones
house, and it cost you $4,500 to get to the Jones farmhouse, you had

to look at how long it might be before you got your $4,500 back. The
answer was simple enough; at $20 a month, it would take you $4,500
divided by $20 or 225 months. That's nearly 19 years and that as-
sumes no interest on the money advanced to build the one mile of
plant to reach the Jones'farmhouse and no upkeep or maintenance
expense. No, rural cable was not going to fly. But they tried.

Then they tried to make the same coaxial cable do other things, like
f unction as a telephone line and read the Jones' power meter remotely
so the power company meter reader never had to drive that mile just to
read a single meter. That gave them three separate functions on a
single piece of cable. Unfortunately, wiring the Jones'farm with tele-
phone l ine cost less than $4,500 a mile; far less. The telephone l ine
could handle the telephone calls as well, and if they wished, also read
the power meter remotely. So, when you weighed the services possi-

ble with the existing, lower cost telco wire pair and the services possi-
ble with a new coaxial cable system, it turned out you were far better
off, if money was no object, doing the three tasks separately. Bunch-
ing of services on one coaxial wire didn't help the cost problem. Once
again, shared use coaxial cable was not going to work.

Years ago, when I began building cable television systems, lfound
myself operating in areas where 25 homes per-cable-mile was a high
density area. In most suburban areas, a mile of cable passes by sev-
eral hundred homes. Obviously the more homes you pass per mile of
cable. the better the expectation of financial success for the system.
For all practical purposes, it costs as much to lay up or buiy a mile of
cable in a rural area as it does in a suburban area.

So, I learned to cope with low density regions and to adapt my
cable building techniques to these areas. When we got really good at
what we were doing, we would be spending about $3,400 per-cable-
mile for a feeder l ine or $3,900 per-cable-mile for a trunk l ine.

More recently, this past fall to be exact, when I set out to put a cable
system into Providenciales in the Turks and Caicos, I started off with
what I recalled from my prior cable operations. We laid the plant out
(using a Mac computer this time; technology has changed somewhat)
and figured out the costs. lt would run around $4,400 per mile for
feeder and $5,1 00 for trunk. Most of our lines would be trunk since the
population on Provo is widely scattered. We are running 25 channels
on Provo and our maximum line amplifier cascade is 30 trunks plus a
couple of extenders. The object is to have pictures at the end of 32
amplifiers which are not noticeably degraded from those at the
headend.

On some of the islands in the Caribbean, I have seen people at-
tempt to build cable plants using only line extender amplifiers. These
are the lower priced, low-grade amps which have limited ability to
amplify one after another for a long run. The results were predictable:
terrible noise and cross mod, caused by poor amplifier characteristics
and improper concern about amplifier input and output levels. On
other islands, I have seen construction techniques that can best be
described as crude. Rather than attach galvanized steel hardware to
the support poles to suspend the cable, they have simply looped the
pole, with the aluminum jacketed cable, cinching it up tight by catching
the pole in a cable-knot. Needless to say, the cable kinks, bends, and
usually ruptures the outer shield when this is done.

Using the wrong type of amplifiers or neglecting to use galvanized
hardware is not a suitable cost-cutting mechanism to reduce cable TV
plant costs. But there are some tricks to this game, such as selecting
the right amplifiers for the job and selecting the right cable and
hardware. There are no real secrets here, but if there is sufficient in-
terest we'll run a series on how we have done it recently in the Turks
and Caicos. The techniques will translate to virtually anyplace in the
world, with some minor modifications.

CBS, which started all of this, is on the right track. They now admit
there are some homes (400,000 they say)which are beyond the reach
of CBS television network signals. Now, what will be done to correct
this oroblem?
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HARD FEED FACTS:
NUMBER TWO/Of A Series

The trend to smaller antennas presents a challenge to
effective feed-design. Fractional-dB improvements, be-
cause of 'smarter feeds,' are especially important when
your customers demand'big-dish-performance' from
low-profile small-aperture surfaces. NATIONAL A.D.L.
has been designing feeds for TVRO since 1980. Our
philosophy has been to produce the best feeds, not the
most feeds. That has kept us as'the small, high quality'
feed antenna house. NATIONAL A.D.L. is not a 'house-
hold name.' We are simply the best designers of 4 GHz
& Ku feeds in TVRO today. Let us prove it to you; our
prices are comparable with the big feed names but our
performance is not. We are ALWAYS 0.25 to 1 .0 dB bet-
ter in performance than 'Brand C.' We make small
dishes'si t -up and talk ' !

'NOW you have a CHOICE in feeds'
ROTOPROBE feed with 'Tl rejection'shroud/Raised motor mounting
pad keeps water from entering feed/9O'elbow built in - no flange to
leak, no improper gasket seals/3-wire servo and 2-wire DC motor op-
eration/ALL aluminum casting/Universal mounting holes for virtually
any mounting configuration/3s dB isolation between polarizations
(minimum)/VSWR 1.3 to 1 or better over 3.7 to 4.2 GHz Ku-10.7 to
11.71 GHz/Nearly five-years of established performance historv.

NATToNAL A.D.L 
3156 Reservoir Drive

ENTER'RTSES 
' Simi Valley, California 93065

8051526-5249

KU-Combo
Feed

I
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$atelliteTimes
Biweekly cove rage includes :

Legal and legisfative DeveloPments

satelf ite And cable News

Technologicaf Trends
Financial News
Internationaf Updates
Peopfe and Calendar Events
Independent Survey Resufts

Programming DeveloPments

U7e are sure you'lf fi nd Satellite Times an in-
valuabf e tool to keep pace with this fast-changing in-
dustry. To prove this we would like to start a 3-month
(6-issue) trial subscription at absolutefy no ch arge.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Advertising Inquiries: Bob Redmon, I 780 S. Bellaire St., Suite 606, Denver CO 80222, {303)757-885s

! Please start my subscription to satellite Times

Company Name

Name Title

Address

State zipCity

Signature

Mail  to:  Satel l i te Times o PO Box2347 o Shelby,  NC 28 151-2347

Date



that o$brating,,

Quartz Synthesized Tuning - Total Programming Capabil,it iesi- Block Down Con-
version - KU Compatable - Selective Parental Lock-out - Soft Touch 'eon-

trols - Prima Picture Quality - UHF Full Function Remote Control - Complete
Descrambler Compatability - Built-in Actuator Controller - Stereo Processor.
You won't find a system more complete. The SB-3 is the system of tomorrow
brought to you today.

UNITED
SATELLITESt. Hi laire,  MN 56754

Phone (21 8) 681 -561 6
Watts 1-800-328-7733

SYSTEMS



DUCNG

'We'll 
speak softly about the UST-2000.

Because at a suggested retail price of
fi279, this state-of-the-art satellite receiver will
make its own noise in the marketplace.

Put simply, the UST-2000 offers more
value for less money than any satellite
receiver ever made. Atabreakthrough price,
it gives you:

Performance. Up to the standards that
have made Uniden the No. 1 name in
satellite receivers. Clear picture, clean sound.
Reliable, durable, built to last.

Styling. A high-tech look that shares
desrgn elements with our higher priced
models. A quality, expensive look and feel
simply not found in most other low cost
receivers.

Microprocessor-driven controls. A first
for a unit in this price range. Permits soft-
touch pushbuttons for channel selection,
channel scan and polarity selection.
Thoughtfully placed audio, video fine tune
and skew controls. Plus a large, easy-to-read
LED channel display and convenient polarity
indicators.

Composite video output jack. Makes it
decoder ready.

The UST-2000 is designed to mate
perfectly with either our basic antenna
controller, the UST-710, or our
programmable UST-730. They're part of a
complete line of Uniden TVRO products
including block downconversion receivers
and system components.

For more details about the new
UST-2000 ask your Uniden distributor or
caJl 3r7 -841-53 40 (in Canad a |-800-663 -0296).
This is one bombshell your customers won't
want to miss.

MffiffiERG.asl7\trE
@ Uniden Corporation oftunerica 1985

Truff279
B LL.

unlden'


